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| Resumo 
 

 
Esta tese aborda investigações detalhadas utilizando métodos quantum-mecânicos acerca da 
força e natureza de interações intermoleculares nos complexos DmZ•••A–, mediados pelos 
átomos Z pertencentes aos grupos 15–17 da tabela periódica, baseando-se na teoria quantitativa 
dos orbital moleculares de Kohn-Sham. A princípio, foi realizado um benchmark dos métodos 
ab initio, bem como uma validação da teoria do funcional de densidade (DFT). Para cada tipo 
de ligação, isto é, para ligação de pnictogênio (PnB) e ligação de calcogênio (ChB), assim como 
por meios de comparação, para ligação de halogênio (XB) e ligação de hidrogênio (HB), foram 
acuradamente computadas tendências para força e comprimento de ligação, baseando-se em um 
conjunto de dados consistente obtido pelo método DFT anteriormente validado. Aqui, a 
principal finalidade é estabelecer uma visão unificada das PnB, ChB e XB, assim como da 
ligação de hidrogênio (HB). Análises mostram que as interações intermoleculares são 
significativamente covalentes e, certamente, suas naturezas não são predominantemente 
eletrostáticas, como é incorretamente proposto pelo modelo s-hole, cujas fraquezas são 
consistentemente explicitadas. Portanto, os resultados encontrados nesta tese sugerem que a 
designação “Interações Não-Covalentes (NCI)”, comumente utilizada para as interações 
intermoleculares em questão, não cobre apropriadamente suas naturezas e aqui é proposto que 
a mesma designação seja substituída pela mais adequada “Interações Intermoleculares 
Covalentes (ICI)”. 
 
 
Palavras-chave: Interações intermoleculares. Benchmark. Teoria do funcional de densidade. 
Teoria de ligação.  
 
 
 
  



 

 

 

| Abstract 
 

This thesis reports detailed quantum chemical investigations on the nature and strength of 
intermolecular interactions in DmZ•••A– complexes, mediated via atoms Z of groups 15–17 in 
the periodic table, based on quantitative Kohn-Sham molecular orbital theory. In the first stage, 
accurate ab initio benchmark and density functional theory (DFT) validation studies have been 
done. For each type of bond, pnictogen bond (PnB) and chalcogen bond (ChB), and, for 
comparison, halogen bond (XB) and hydrogen bonds (HB), accurate trends in bond length and 
strength are computed, based on a consistent set of data from our validated relativistic DFT 
approach. The main purpose is to provide a unified picture of chalcogen bonds and pnictogen 
bonds, together with hydrogen bonds and halogen bonds. The analyses herein reveal that the 
intramolecular interactions have a strong covalent component and are certainly not dominantly 
electrostatic in nature, as it is incorrectly suggested by the s-hole model whose weaknesses are 
consistently exposed. The findings in this thesis work thus suggest that the commonly accepted 
designation "Non-Covalent Interactions (NCI)" for the pertinent intermolecular interactions 
does not properly cover their nature and it is proposed to replace this designation with the more 
appropriate "Intermolecular Covalent Interactions (ICI)".  
 
 
Keywords: Intermolecular interactions. Benchmark. Density Functional Theory. Bond Theory. 
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1 | General Introduction 
 

 

Matter does not want to be isolated; it seems. Different particles spontaneously combine to form 

atoms that, in turn, make bonds with other atoms to form molecules. Quite social entities, one 

would say. This impulse to interact is the driving force that gives rise to bigger molecular 

aggregates and, ultimately, forms everything we can touch and see. Then, understanding this 

impulse is crucial to comprehend the part of the universe itself. Especially for chemists, the 

interaction between molecules, referred to as intermolecular interactions, has been extensively 

studied to explain phenomena in several fields of chemistry, such as in catalysis, biological and 

supramolecular chemistry, and spectroscopy. 

 In physics, it is all about kinetic and potential energies, but chemists use their chemical 

intuition to translate the different ways these energies manifest into more feasible terms, such 

as spatial repulsion or electrostatic attraction. However, with the flourishing of computational 

methods, chemists do not need to rely on their (good) intuition but directly extract data from 

accurate calculations based on physical models. The main goal of this thesis is to provide a 

unified view of the most prominent intermolecular interactions based on sound and quantitative 

methods to rationalize the bonding mechanism, or the impulse to interact, between molecules. 

Herein, pnictogen bonds (PnB), chalcogen bonds (ChB), halogen bonds (XB), and hydrogen 

bonds (HB), are featured along the following chapters divided into two sections: Section A, 

containing Chapters 1 and 2, with the theoretical background of the key subjects addressed in 

this thesis; and Section B, containing Chapters 3 to 6, with the state-of-the-art findings 

published in scientific journals. 

 Chapter 3 in Section B of this thesis summarizes a benchmark study on anionic 

D2Ch•••A– chalcogen bonds (Ch = S, Se; D, A = F, Cl). This is done by computing the chemical 

stability of the D2Ch•••A– complexes in a double-hierarchical manner, that is, along the series 

of increasingly accurate relativistic ab initio methods as well as along with a series of 

increasingly accurate basis sets. Thus, in these double-hierarchical series, the description of 

Coulomb correlation between electrons in the quantum chemical model as well as the number 

of functions per nl shell (flexibility), the number of polarization functions, and the number of 
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diffuse functions in the basis set have been systematically increased to achieve trustworthy 

converged complexation energies. The best combination of relativistic ab initio method and 

basis set is used as a reference to evaluate the performance of 13 density functionals to obtain 

accurate geometries, complexation energies, and correct trends on chemical stability. 

 Next, the nature of archetypal D2Ch•••A– chalcogen bonds and D3Pn•••A– pnictogen 

bonds (Ch = O, S, Se, Te; Pn = N, P, As, Sb; D, A = F, Cl, Br) is investigated in Chapters 4 and 

5, respectively. In the literature, these bonds have been extensively explained by qualitative 

electrostatic models. Herein, the bonding mechanism between the associated bond donor, D2Ch 

or D3Pn, and the bond acceptor, A–, is analyzed through quantitative Kohn-Sham molecular 

orbital theory. Trends in chemical stability of D2Ch•••A– and D3Pn•••A– complexes are also 

provided based on a set of consistent data, which complements previous data on DX•••A– 

halogen bonds and DH•••A– hydrogen bonds (X, D, A = F, Cl, Br), allowing the systematic 

comparison between PnB, ChB, XB, and HB. Finally, a summary containing all key findings 

shown in Chapters 3 to 5 can be found in Chapter 6.  
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2 | Theoretical Background 
 

 

2.1 Quantum Chemistry 
Chemistry is the field of science that deals with the structure, properties, and transformation of 

molecules. Theoretical chemistry is the area of chemistry that describes and explains chemical 

phenomena proceeding from the laws of physics (CRAMER, 2004; JENSEN, 2006). Only one-

electron systems have an analytical solution, whereas numerical approaches have been 

employed to deal with many-bodies systems (CRAMER, 2004; JENSEN, 2006). In addition to 

advances in computational processing and technology, quantum chemistry has strengthened 

bonds with high-performance computers to solve numerical problems, giving rise to 

Computational Chemistry, which focuses on the solution of problems in chemistry and on the 

development of new concepts.  

The Nobel prize winner Erwin Schrödinger has developed a quantum mechanical 

description of microparticles based on their wave-like behavior which has as its central working 

equation the so-called Schrödinger equation [see Eq. (2.1)] (COHEN-TANNOUDJI; DIU; 

LALOË; 2005; SZABO; OSTLUND, 1996)  

 

H|Yñ = E|Yñ     																																																																																																																								(2.1) 

 

In the above equation, H is the Hamiltonian (or energy) operator, the eigenfunction |Yñ 

is the wave function describing the system of interest, and the eigenvalue E is the total energy 

of that system.  

There is no analytical solution for the Schrödinger equation for atomic or molecular 

systems of more than one electron and, thus, approximations need to be introduced. The Born-

Oppenheimer approximation considers the electrons to be moving in the field of fixed nuclei, 

leading to a simplified Hamiltonian operator H for the electronic problem which comprises the 

terms written in Eq. (2.2).  
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H = Te + Ven + Vee + Vnn       										                                      					                       	        (2.2) 
 

In the above equation, the first term is the kinetic energy of the electrons (Te), and the 

last three terms are the Coulombic potential energies resulting from the interaction between 

electrons and nuclei (Ven), between electrons (Vee), and between nuclei (Vnn). 

The solution for the Schrödinger equation can be exact for a non-relativistic one-

electron system, leading to a set of eigenfunctions, that is, the atomic orbitals (AO). However, 

the analytical solution for many-electron systems, which is the case for many chemical 

investigations, is not possible due to the Vee term. This problem is solved by expressing the 

electron-electron Coulombic repulsion as the average potential generated by the other electrons, 

leading to the Hartree-Fock (HF) method (SZABO; OSTLUND, 1996). 

The HF method introduces the N-electron antisymmetric HF wavefunction ΨHF that is 

given by a single Slater determinant of orthonormal one-electron spin orbitals ci, the so-called 

HF orbitals [Eq. (2.3)].  

 

ΨHF(1, …, N) = 
1
√N!

##

c1(1)
c1(2)
⋮

c1(N)

c2(1)
c2(2)
⋮

c2(N)

⋯
⋯
⋮
⋯

cn(1)
cn(2)
⋮

cn(N)

##      																																	 											     (2.3) 

 

The HF wavefunction yields the lowest possible expectation value for the exact 

Hamiltonian operator, EHF, by invoking the variational method [Eq. (2.4)]. The latter ensures 

that the expectation value of the Hamiltonian for a non-exact but neat (e.g., normalized and 

square-integrable) trial wavefunction is never lower than the exact ground-state energy, E0, a 

circumstance that allows for the application of variational techniques for minimizing the 

expectation value to find the best possible approximation of the exact energy. 

 

EHF = á ΨHF(1, …, N) | H | ΨHF(1, …, N) ñ.                                                                   (2.4) 

 

The HF orbitals ci are eigenfunctions of the Hartree-Fock equation [Eq. (2.5)], which 

features the Fock operator f(i) that also yields the associated HF orbital energies ei as 

eigenvalues.  
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f(i)ci = eici          									                                                                                               (2.5) 

 

The Fock operator comprises the one-electron Hamiltonian operator h(i) plus the 

Hartree-Fock potential uHF(i), which is the effective potential experienced by the ith electron in 

the presence of all other electrons (Eq. 2.6). 

 

𝑓(i) = h(i)  + uHF(i)      																																																																																														           (2.6) 
 

The Hartree-Fock approximation is a good starting point for computational methods of 

quantum chemistry. It has a reasonably low computational cost but accounts for roughly 99% 

of the total energy. The remaining 1% is called Coulomb correlation and is not negligible for 

describing chemical phenomena, leading to errors in the computed energy and electron density 

distribution (JENSEN, 2006). Then, more computational demanding post-Hartree-Fock 

methods need to be invoked to obtain more accurate solutions. 

Among the methods that include Coulomb correlation, the second order Møller-Plesset 

Perturbation method (MP2) has the lowest computational cost and accounts for 80–90% of the 

correlation energy. Coupled Cluster (CC) methods, for instance, may account in practice for 

almost all Coulomb correlation, but the applicability of this method is limited to relatively small 

systems due to its massive computational cost. 

 

2.2 Density Functional Theory 

The cost-benefit ratio is rarely in favor of the highly correlated methods in the routine 

investigations of chemical phenomena. The density functional theory (DFT) has been 

extensively used in theoretical calculations due to its high suitability to solve different chemical 

problems, combining computational efficiency and accuracy. The fundamental theorem by 

Hohenberg and Kohn states that the ground state energy E is uniquely determined by the 

associated electron density r(r) (HOHENBERG; KOHN, 1964). Later, Kohn and Sham 

established a practical computational formalism for DFT (KOCH; HOLTHAUSEN, 2001). In 

essence, it is stated that a reference system of N noninteraction electrons moves in an effective 

external potential us(r), which is such that the squared moduli of the Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals 

ji correspond to the exact ground state density [see Eq. (2.7) and (2.8)]. 
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'–
1
2Ñ

2+ us(r)(ji= eiji                          																																																							                   (2.7) 

 

r(r) = )*ji*
2

N

i

                                                   																																																											   (2.8) 

 

The effective external potential us(r), often referred to as Kohn-Sham potential, 

accounts for the attractive potential un(r) of the nuclei, the repulsive Coulombic potential Vr(r) 

due to the charge distribution within r(r), and the exchange and correlation potential uXC(r) 

[Eq. (2.9)].  

 

us(r) = un(r) + Vr(r) + uXC(r)                                                                               (2.9) 

 

If uXC(r) was known, which is not the case, the KS-DFT would lead to the exact energy 

obtained by the Schrödinger equation [Eq. (2.1)]. Thus, approximations have been developed 

to obtain the exchange-correlation energy EXC associated with uXC, using the XC density 

functionals. The available density functionals use several approximations, for example, the 

local density approximation (LDA), the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), or a 

combination of both together with HF exchange (hybrid functionals) and MP2 corrections 

(double hybrid functionals). The best choice for a particular density functional depends on the 

system and the physical property of interest and can be inferred from comparison against 

reference data from accurate experiment or highly correlated ab initio computations (BAUZÁ 

et al, 2013; BENTO; SOLÀ; BICKELHAUPT, 2008; DE AZEVEDO SANTOS et al, 2021c; 

ŘEZÁC; HOBZA, 2016; SWART; SOLÀ; BICKELHAUPT, 2010).  

 

2.3 Understanding Chemical Bonding 

One of the greatest advantages of computational chemistry comes to the surface when the topic 

is fundamental research. With the right tools, it is possible to find answers for phenomena 

occurring at the atomic level that may never be fully explained by experiments. In this section, 

a compact description of the quantitative Kohn-Sham molecular orbital (MO) analysis is found. 
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This analysis provides a causal explanation to chemical phenomena through quantum chemical 

meaningful descriptors using Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT). 

The activation strain model (ASM) is a robust fragment-based method of understanding 

chemical reactions, but also chemical bonding (BICKELHAUPT; BAERENDS, 2000; 

FERNÁNDEZ; BICKELHAUPT, 2014; HAMLIN et al, 2021; VERMEEREN et al, 2020; 

WOLTERS; BICKELHAUPT, 2015). The bonding mechanism between two fragments can be 

associated with two steps: (i) the fragments need to deform, abandoning their equilibrium 

geometry, into the atomic arrangement they adopt in the bonded complex; and (ii) the actual 

chemical interaction between the deformed fragments takes place. The chemical interaction 

between two fragments starts with both fragments A and B at their own equilibrium geometry, 

separated by an infinite distance. The associated energy of the fragments A or B at their own 

equilibrium geometry is written as Egeom(frag) that is, EA(A) and EB(B). The final stage is 

achieved by bringing the two fragments together reaching the equilibrium geometry of the 

overall complex AB. The energy associated with this new system or complex, namely AB, is 

written as EAB(AB). Therefore, the energy associated with the chemical interaction between A 

and B to form the complex AB is the bond energy DE defined by Eq. (2.10). The energy 

associated with steps (i) and (ii) can be quantified and lead to the same expression as Eq. (2.10).  

 

DE	= EAB(A) – EA(A) – EB(B)																																																																																								(2.10) 

 

The total strain energy DEstrain is the change in energy associated with the geometrical 

deformation of both fragments A and B from their equilibrium geometries to the geometry that 

both fragments adopt at the equilibrium geometry of the complex. In Eq. (2.11), EAB(A) and 

EAB(B) are the respective energies of A and B at the geometry they adopt in complex AB, and 

DEstrain(A) and DEstrain(B) are the individual strain energies of A and B, respectively.  

 

 

DEstrain(A) = EAB(A) – EA(A) 

DEstrain(B) = EAB(B) – EB(B) 

DEstrain = DEstrain(A) + DEstrain(B)                                                                            (2.11) 
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The interaction energy accounts for all chemical interactions between the deformed 

fragments and it is defined by Eq. (2.12). Note that sum of Eq. (2.11) and (2.12) yields exactly 

the right expression in Eq. (2.10). Therefore, the bond energy DE between two fragments can 

be described by the sum of the total strain energy DEstrain and the interaction energy DEint. 

 

DEint = EAB(AB) – EAB(A) – EAB(B)                                                                      (2.12) 

 

The application of the ASM to chemical interactions extends the decomposition of the 

DE along the reaction coordinate (x) [Eq. (2.13)]. x can be a critical geometrical parameter, that 

is, a parameter that directly characterizes the progress of the reaction, onto which, e.g., the 

intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) is projected (VAN ZEIST et al, 2008). A schematic 

activation strain diagram (ASD) is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Note that the DEstrain(x) is always 

destabilizing and counteracted by the stabilizing DEint(x). The system will reach the 

equilibrium, that is, the energy minimum for DE, when the slope of DEstrain(x) equals the 

negative of the slope of DEint(x). 

 

DE(x) = DEstrain(x) + DEint(x)                                                                            							(2.13) 

 

The DEint(x) between the deformed fragments A and B can be further decomposed into 

three quantum chemically meaningful terms via the canonical energy decomposition analysis 

(EDA) using KS-DFT (BICKELHAUPT; BAERENDS, 2000; FERNÁNDEZ; 

BICKELHAUPT, 2014; HAMLIN et al, 2021; VERMEEREN et al, 2020; WOLTERS; 

BICKELHAUPT, 2015). 

 

DEint(x) = DVelstat(x) + DEPauli(x) + DEoi(x)                                                            (2.14) 
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Figure 2.1 – Generic activation strain diagram for chemical bond formation between two fragments 
projected onto the reaction coordinate. 

 

 

The first term in Eq. (2.14) is the electrostatic interaction DVelstat(x) between the 

interpenetrating and unperturbed charge distributions of A and B (BICKELHAUPT; 

BAERENDS, 2000; HAMLIN et al, 2021). DVelstat(x) constitutes of four well-defined terms 

[Eq. (2.15)]: (i) DVelstat,nAnB (x) is the classical Coulomb repulsion between the nuclei of A and 

B; (ii) DVelstat,nArB (x) is the electrostatic attraction between the nucleus of A and the unperturbed 

charge density of B; (iii) DVelstat,nBrA (x) is the electrostatic attraction between the nucleus of B 

and the unperturbed charge density of A; and (iv) DVelstat,rArB (x)  is the electrostatic repulsion 

between the unperturbed charge densities of A and B. The net DVelstat(x) term is usually 

attractive and only at very short distances DVelstat,nAnB (x) dominates, resulting in a net repulsive 

electrostatic interaction (KRAPP; BICKELHAUPT; FRENKING, 2006; RODRIGUES SILVA 

et al, 2021b). 

 

DVelstat(x) = )
ZAZB
Raba Î A

b Î B

 – - )
ZArB(r)
|Ra – r| dr

a Î A

 – - )
ZBrA(r)
*Rb –	r*

dr	
b Î B

 

																								+ --
rA(r1)rB(r2)

r12
dr1dr2 

DVelstat(x) = DVelstat,nAnB(x) + DVelstat,nArB(x) + DVelstat,nBrA(x) + DVelstat,rArB(x)   (2.16) 

 

The Pauli repulsion term DEPauli(x) stems from the rise in kinetic energy after 

antisymmetrizing and renormalizing the product wave function YAYB of the complex AB (see 
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Figure 2.2) ( BICKELHAUPT; BAERENDS, 2000; HAMLIN et al, 2021). Note that this is a 

necessary operation for the Pauli principle to be obeyed. The resulting wave function is Y0 and 

the associated interaction energy is DE0 = E0(AB) – EAB(A) – EAB(B), which is typically 

destabilizing. DE0 can be defined by the sum of its associated potential energy DV0 and kinetic 

energy DT0 [Eq. (2.16)]. Since the actual electrostatic interaction between A and B is known 

[Eq. (2.15)], it is assumed that DV0 comprises DVelstat and the residual potential energy DVPauli 

due to the change in density from rA + rB to r0, where DEPauli is DVPauli + DT0. DVPauli reflects 

the charge flow out of the overlap region and towards the nuclei of fragments A and B, and it 

is always attractive. Therefore, the only destabilizing term in DEPauli is DT0 that increases with 

the overlap between the closed-shell orbitals. Note that the nature of Pauli repulsion is purely 

quantum mechanical (i.e., it originates from the antisymmetry principle for fermions), and it is 

not the electrostatic repulsion between overlapping charge densities.  

 

DE0 = DV0 + DT0 

DE0 = DVelstat + DVPauli + DT0   

DE0 = DVelstat + DEPauli                                                                                            (2.16) 

 

Figure 2.2 – Generic molecular orbital diagram for the complex AB stemming from the interaction 
between the two closed shell fragments A and B.  

 

 

The orbital interactions term DEoi(x) accounts for all polarization and charge transfer 

effects. It is a direct consequence of relaxing Y0 through a SCF calculation to give the final 

YSCF wave function of the AB complex, allowing the mixing of all virtual and occupied orbitals 
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(Figure 2.2) (BICKELHAUPT; BAERENDS, 2000; HAMLIN et al, 2021). Thus, the final 

expression to DEoi is given by Eq. (2.17). The strength of the charge transfer or HOMO–LUMO 

interactions depends on two main factors: (i) how much the HOMO and the LUMO overlap, 

given by the quantity áHOMO | LUMOñ or SHOMO–LUMO; and (ii) the difference in energy 

between the HOMO and the LUMO (i.e. the energy gap, De). In other words, DEoi µ S2/De. 

Larger SHOMO–LUMO and smaller De results in higher stabilization by charge transfer and, thus, 

the higher covalent character of the associated chemical interaction. 

 

DEoi = EAB(AB) – EAB
0 (AB)                                                                                    (2.17) 

 

ASM combined with EDA, together with the underlying quantitative canonical MO 

model, provides a sound quantitative analysis on the chemical interactions and can be 

performed using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) package (ADF, 2017) This is the 

main computational strategy used in this thesis to reveal the nature of chalcogen bonds and 

pnictogen bonds, as well as to point out the limitations of oversimplified pictures to explain 

intermolecular interactions. 

 

2.4 From Chemical Bonding to Intermolecular Interactions 

Among the attractive forces between two fragments to form a chemical bond, there is the 

electrostatic attraction and the charge transfer (GLENDENING, 1996; MAO et al, 2021; 

STASYUK et al, 2018). The latter arises from the flow of electrons from one fragment into 

another and gives the covalent character of chemical bonds. The physical mechanism behind 

this is one occupied orbital of one fragment which overlaps with an unoccupied orbital of 

another fragment (Scheme 2.1). For that reason, the stabilization by charge transfer becomes 

more and more significant at short interatomic separations but is gradually offset by the 

repulsive forces, mostly originated by the steric Pauli repulsion since the overlap between 

occupied orbitals will also increase and the electrons cannot occupy the same space due to the 

exclusion principle (Scheme 2.1) (ALBRIGHT, 2013; BICKELHAUPT; BAERENDS, 2000). 

At exceptionally long interatomic separations, the steric Pauli repulsion decreases, as well as 

the charge transfer, and the weak electrostatic attraction, together with dispersion forces, 

dominates. Ultimately, the balance between repulsive and attractive forces will not only 
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determine the strength of a chemical bond but also the bond length (KRAPP; BICKELHAUPT; 

FRENKING, 2006; ZHAO et al, 2019; RODRIGUES SILVA et al, 2021a). 

 

Scheme 2.1 – Generic MO diagram of DH•••A– hydrogen bonds (D, A = halogen). Orbital interactions 
in blue and Pauli repulsion in red (WOLTERS; BICKELHAUPT, 2012). 

 

 

The same physical forces governing the interactions between atoms are also present in 

interactions between polyatomic fragments, that is, systems made of two or various molecules. 

Intermolecular interactions are physically similar to chemical bonds but weaker and longer due 

to, in general, larger HOMO–LUMO gaps and higher steric demand. In addition, the long bond 

separation also leads to weaker electrostatic attraction. For example, the dissociation energy of 

the hydrogen-bonded water dimer H2O•••HOH is ca. 3 kcal mol–1, massively weaker than the 

HO–H bonds with homolytic bond dissociation energy of ca. 103 kcal mol–1 (LUO, 2007). In 

addition, the O•••H separation is around 1.95 Å in the water dimer, whereas the O–H bond 

length is around 0.96 Å (LEFORESTIER; SZALEWICZ; VAN DER AVOIRD, 2012; 

ROCHER-CASTERLINE, 2011; SHANK et al, 2009) (see Figure 2.3). Nevertheless, the 

strength of intermolecular interactions is often related to, exclusively, the electrostatic 

properties of molecules. That is, highly polar molecules can engage in strong long-range 

attractive electrostatic interactions. On the other hand, the interaction between nonpolar 

molecules is so weak that other minor effects, such as dispersion, become relevant 

(KOLLMAN, 1977; LENNARD-JONES, 1931). Because of this purely electrostatic picture, 

augmented by dispersion interactions, intermolecular interactions are often referred to as Non-
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Covalent Interactions (NCI) (ALKORTA; ELGUERO; FRONTERA, 2020; POLITZER; 

MURRAY, 2015). Recently, oversimplified electrostatic-only models have been used to 

explain the nature of not only hydrogen bonds (HB), but also pnictogen bonds (PnB), chalcogen 

bonds (ChB), and halogen bonds (XB) (CLARK et al, 2007; POLITZER; MURRAY, 2015, 

2017, 2019, 2020; POLITZER; MURRAY; CLARK, 2013; POLITZER et al, 2017). In the s-

hole model, molecules holding a H, Pn, Ch, or X atom are treated as a surface with a molecular 

electrostatic potential (MEP), in which its positive region can engage in attractive electrostatic 

interactions with a negative point charge-like Lewis base. Note that this point of view 

completely neglects the fact that two interacting molecules are not surfaces or point charges, 

but two interpenetrating charge distributions. In addition, the bonding mechanism of 

intermolecular interactions depends on a much more complex interplay of factors. 

 

Figure 2.3 – Oxygen-hydrogen bond lengths in the water dimer (O, red; H, white). 

  

 

The anionic hydrogen bonds DH•••A– have a stability of ca. 80 kcal mol–1 for D = I and 

A– = F–. This stability decreases if A– is a weaker Lewis basis, ca. 20 kcal mol–1 for A– = I–, but 

also surprisingly decreases if the polarity of the D–H bond increases. The hydrogen-bond 

strength between the highly polar FH fragment and the halide F– is ca. 50 kcal mol–1, that is, 30 

kcal mol–1 weaker than for the less polar IH fragment (see Figure 2.4a). This can be 

counterintuitive from the point of view of the above-mentioned oversimplified electrostatic 

model because the latter is simply incomplete and misses an important fact: intermolecular 

interactions can also be covalent.  

Just like in chemical bonds, the molecular wave functions overlap, similarly to the 

atomic wave functions, to assume states of lower energies. In the case of DH•••A–, the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO; s* acceptor orbital) of the DH fragment and the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO; np lone pair orbital) of the halide A– overlaps to form a 

new state, even lower in energy, to stabilize the system (see Scheme 2.1). This type of 

interaction is often referred to as donor–acceptor or HOMO–LUMO interactions, in which the 

bond donor is often a Lewis base that donates charge into the bond acceptor, a Lewis acid 
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(RODRIGUES SILVA et al, 2020). As aforementioned, the magnitude of the charge transfer 

and, thus, the covalent character of intermolecular interactions, depends on the overlap between 

the filled and unfilled orbitals (e.g., HOMO and LUMO, respectively) and on their difference 

in energy (De). The IH fragment can engage in stronger hydrogen bonds than FH simply 

because the s* I–H antibonding acceptor orbital on the IH fragment is lower in energy than the 

s* F–H antibonding acceptor orbital on the FH fragment, resulting in smaller HOMO–LUMO 

De and, therefore, more stabilization by charge transfer (see Figure 2.4b) (WOLTERS; 

BICKELHAUPT, 2012). In other words, on top of having strong electrostatic attraction, the 

hydrogen bonds are substantially covalent in nature, and a pure electrostatic picture provides 

an incomplete description of HB (MOROKUMA, 1971; SWART; FONSECA GUERRA; 

BICKELHAUPT, 2004; WOLTERS; BICKELHAUPT, 2012). 

 

Figure 2.4 – a) Molecular electrostatic potential of the DH fragment at 0.01 a.u. (blue, positive; red, 
negative; see color scale) and b) HOMO–LUMO interactions within the DH•••F– hydrogen bonded 
complexes (D = F, I; F, green; I, purple; H, white) computed at ZORA-BP86/TZ2P level. This is a 
reproduction of the results from Wolters and Bickelhaupt (WOLTERS; BICKELHAUPT, 2012). 

 

 

The manifestation of the charge transfer is confirmed by the red-shifting of the D–H 

bonds, that is, the elongation of D–H bonds as a consequence of the charge donation into the 

s* D–H acceptor orbital (CHANG et al, 2016; WOLTERS; BICKELHAUPT, 2012). Note that 

the s* D–H acceptor orbital has an anti-bonding D–H character and, therefore, goes down in 

energy as the D–H bond expands (see Scheme 2.1) (WOLTERS; BICKELHAUPT, 2012). For 

this reason, the HOMO–LUMO interactions become stronger as the D–H bond weakens and 
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can expand to a higher degree, because the associated s* D–H acceptor orbital quickly drops 

in energy, resulting in smaller De. Then, the D–H bond expansion causes the vibrational 

frequency on the infrared spectrum related to the D–H bond stretch to decrease (i.e. to red-

shift). The nature of the redshift lies in an important quantum chemical phenomenon, that is, 

the orbital interactions that are not exclusive to hydrogen bonds but occurs in all types of 

intermolecular interactions (WOLTERS; BICKELHAUPT, 2012; DE AZEVEDO SANTOS et 

al, 2021a; 2021b). The following Chapters of this thesis show that, similarly to the hydrogen 

bonds, PnB, ChB, and XB are significantly covalent in nature, and NCI is not a suitable 

terminology to refer to these intermolecular interactions. In this thesis, it is introduced the 

designation “Intermolecular Covalent Interactions (ICI)”, which appropriately suggests the 

covalent nature of PnB, ChB, and XB. 
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3 | Hierarchical Ab Initio Benchmark on Chalcogen 
Bonds 

 

Part of this chapter previously appeared as 

 

Chalcogen Bonds: Hierarchical Ab Initio Benchmark and DFT  

Performance Study 

L. de Azevedo Santos, T. C. Ramalho, T. A. Hamlin, F. Matthias Bickelhaupt 

J. Comp. Chem. 2021, 10, 688–698 

 

 
 

Abstract | We have performed a hierarchical ab initio benchmark and DFT performance study of 
D2Ch•••A– chalcogen bonds (Ch = S, Se; D, A = F, Cl). The ab initio benchmark study is based on a 
series of ZORA-relativistic quantum chemical methods [HF, MP2, CCSD, CCSD(T)], and all-electron 
relativistically contracted variants of Karlsruhe basis sets (ZORA-def2-SVP, ZORA-def2-TZVPP, 
ZORA-def2-QZVPP) with and without diffuse functions. The highest-level ZORA-CCSD(T)/ma-
ZORA-def2-QZVPP counterpoise-corrected complexation energies (DECPC) are converged within 1.1–
3.4 kcal mol–1 and 1.5–3.1 kcal mol–1 with respect to the method and basis set, respectively. Next, we 
used the ZORA-CCSD(T)/ma-ZORA-def2-QZVPP (DECPC) as reference data for analyzing the 
performance of 13 different ZORA-relativistic DFT approaches in combination with the Slater-type 
QZ4P basis set. We find that the three-best performing functionals are M06-2X, B3LYP, and M06, with 
mean absolute errors (MAE) of 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 kcal mol–1, respectively. The MAE for BLYP-D3BJ 
and PBE amount to 8.5 and 9.3 kcal mol–1, respectively. 

Keywords | Benchmark study, Chalcogen bonds, Coupled-cluster, Density functional calculations, 
Noncovalent interactions   
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3.1 Introduction 

Chalcogen bonding has emerged as a key noncovalent interaction with several applications 

including supramolecular chemistry,[1] biochemistry[2] and catalysis.[3] The chalcogen-bond 

(ChB) is defined as the net-attractive noncovalent interaction, in a D2Ch•••A complex, between 

a chalcogen-bond donor D2Ch, a Lewis-acid, and a chalcogen-bond acceptor A– (or A), a 

Lewis-base, in which Ch stands for a chalcogen atom, i.e., an atom of group 16 (Scheme 3.1).[4a] 

The “s-hole interaction” between a positive region on the electrostatic potential surface on the 

chalcogen atom and a negatively charged density on the ChB acceptor is usually invoked to 

characterize the ChB.[4] Despite this, recent studies have shown that the strength of the ChB is, 

instead, correlated to the electron-accepting capacity of the s*-type LUMO of the chalcogen 

molecule.[5] The debate over the origin and fundamental bonding mechanism of the ChB 

continues to stimulate much interest in the literature.  

Density functional theory (DFT) based Kohn-Sham molecular orbital analysis has been 

paramount for our understanding of bonding mechanisms and the nature of chemical 

phenomena.[6] Selection of the appropriate density functional approximation to investigate 

chalcogen bonding is critical to ensure trust-worthy results, but unfortunately this is not entirely 

straightforward, as the question of which approximate functional works best is highly 

dependent on the property and system of interest. 

 

 
 

Scheme 3.1. Chalcogen-bonded D2Ch•••A– model complexes (Ch = S, Se; D, A = F, Cl). 

 

The first purpose of this work is to provide a detailed benchmark study of high-level 

relativistic ab initio methods and focus on the investigation of ChB, using the D2Ch molecules 

as chalcogen-bond donors and the halides A– as chalcogen-bond acceptors (see Scheme 3.1). 

Our model complexes systematically varies the substituent (D), the chalcogen atom (Ch), the 

acceptor (A–), and is the perfect archetype for strongly bound chalcogen systems studied 

experimentally.[2a,3c] This is done by computing the D2Ch•••A– complexation energies DE for 

the first time in a procedure involving both a hierarchical series of ab initio methods [HF, MP2, 

CCSD, and CCSD(T)][7] in combination with a hierarchical series of Gaussian-type basis sets 
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of increasing flexibility, polarization (up to g functions), and diffuseness, thereby eclipsing the 

two other benchmarks based on a single-shot CCSD(T) approach.[7i,7j] Interestingly, the 

predictions of DE by both benchmarks for the same systems can differ by up to 10 kcal mol–1. 

The basis set superposition error (BSSE) has been accounted for through the counterpoise 

correction (CPC) of Boys and Bernardi.[8]  

The second purpose of this work is to evaluate the performance of 13 different density 

functionals in combination with ADF's Slater-type QZ4P basis set (vide infra) for predicting 

the ChB energy DE against our best ab initio benchmark. Thus, we perform an extensive 

analysis to highlight the importance of diffuse and polarization functions in the basis set, the 

role of the BSSE, and the necessity of Coulomb correlation as well as the extent to which the 

approach has converged with respect to the level of correlation treatment and basis set quality. 

Our analyses identify the B3LYP and M06-2X functionals, along with the M06 DFT approach 

as appropriate and computationally efficient alternatives to expensive high-level ab initio 

computations of chalcogen-bonded complexes. 

 

3.2 Methods 

Ab Initio Geometries and Energies 

All ab initio calculations were carried out using ORCA.[9] The atomic orbitals were 

described by the all-electron scalar relativistically contracted variants of Gaussian-type def2-

XVP(P) (X = S, TZ, QZ) basis sets with polarization functions (up to g functions) in the series 

BS1 to BS3 (see Table 3.1).[10] The series BS1+ to BS3+ result from BS1 to BS3 after adding 

extra s and p minimally augmented (ma) diffuse functions (see Table 3.1).[10c] For each of the 

six basis sets (BS#), the equilibrium geometry was computed using coupled-cluster singles and 

doubles with perturbative triples, i.e., at CCSD(T)/BS#.[11] Then, for each BS# and 

corresponding CCSD(T)/BS# geometry, energies were evaluated along the following 

hierarchical series of quantum chemical methods: Hartree-Fock theory (HF/BS#), second-order 

Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2/BS#),[12] coupled-cluster with single and double 

excitations (CCSD/BS#)[13] and CCSD(T)/BS#.[11] The scalar relativistic effects were 

accounted for using the scalar zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA).[14] Inclusion of 

relativistic effects are necessary for heavier chalcogen-bonded systems and without ZORA, our 

counterpoise-corrected complexation energies DECPC are significantly under-bound. For 

example, for Cl2Se•••Cl– the DECPC is –31.2 kcal mol–1 at CCSD(T)/BS3+ and –34.3 kcal mol–

1 at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+. For the lighter chalcogen systems, such as F2S•••F–, this effect is 
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smaller and DECPC is –45.1 kcal mol–1 at CCSD(T)/BS3+ and –45.2 kcal mol–1 at ZORA-

CCSD(T)/BS3+. 

 
Table 3.1. Number of relativistically contracted basis functions for ZORA-def2- basis sets without (BS) 
and with (BS+) diffuse functions for F, S, Cl and Se elements. 

Basis set Label   F S and Cl Se 
ZORA-def2-SVP BS1   3s2p1d 6s3p1d 9s6p3d 
ZORA-def2-TZVPP BS2   6s3p2d1f 8s4p3d1f 10s8p4d1f 
ZORA-def2-QZVPP BS3   8s4p3d2f1g 11s7p4d2f1g 14s11p4d4f1g 

       
ma-ZORA-def2-SVP BS1+   4s3p1d 7s4p1d 10s7p3d 
ma-ZORA-def2-TZVPP BS2+   7s4p2d1f 9s5p3d1f 11s9p4d1f 
ma-ZORA-def2-QZVPP BS3+   9s5p3d2f1g 12s8p4d2f1g 15s12p4d4f1g 

 

DFT Geometries and Energies 

All DFT calculations were carried out using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) 

program.[15] The equilibrium geometries and energies of chalcogen-bonded complexes were 

computed at different DFT levels using (i) the GGA based functionals: PBE,[16] BP86,[17] and 

BLYP;[17a,18] (ii) the hybrid functionals: B3LYP[19] and BHANDH (50% HF exchange, 50% 

LDA exchange, and 100% LYP correlation[18]); (iii) the meta-GGA based functionals: SSB-

D[20] and M06-L;[21] (iv) the meta-hybrid functionals: M06,[21] M06-2X,[21] and M06-HF.[21] 

The long range dispersion corrections were included into the B3LYP, BLYP, and SSB-D 

functionals with Grimme’s empirical D3 correction using the Becke-Johnson (BJ) damping 

function.[22] Energies and geometries were computed for each of the various DFT approaches 

with the QZ4P basis set.[23] This is a large, uncontracted and relativistically optimized, all-

electron (i.e., no frozen core approximation) basis set of Slater-type orbitals (STOs), which is 

of quadruple-z quality for all atoms and has been augmented with the following sets of 

polarization and diffuse functions: two 3d and two 4f on fluorine, three 3d and two 4f on sulfur 

and chlorine, two 4d and three 4f on selenium. The molecular density was fitted by the 

systematically improvable ZLM fitting scheme. Scalar relativistic effects were accounted for 

using the zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA).[14] 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

Ab Initio Geometries 

First, we examine the equilibrium geometries of D2Ch•••A– complexes (Ch = S, Se; D, A = F, 

Cl) which were fully optimized at the ZORA-CCSD(T) level along with a hierarchic series of 

Gaussian-type basis sets both with and without diffuse functions (see Table 3.1). The isolated 

halide and C2v symmetric D2Ch neutral fragment form the stable T-shaped, chalcogen-bonded 

complexes D2Ch•••A– which are of C2v (D = A) or Cs symmetry (D ¹ A) (see Figure 3.1). All 

species have been verified through a vibrational analysis to represent equilibrium structures (no 

imaginary frequencies). Thus, we have a set of geometries that have been optimized at the same 

relativistic ab initio level along with each basis set considered in this work, without any 

structural or symmetry constraint (for complete structural details, see Appendices 3.1 and 3.2). 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Geometries (in Å and degrees) and point group symmetries of D2Ch•••A– complexes 
computed at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+. 

 

The chalcogen bond distance in the D2Ch•••A– complexes become longer as the 

chalcogen atom (Ch) varies from S to Se and as the accepting halide (A–) varies from F– to Cl–

, and shorter as the substituent D varies from F to Cl (see Figure 1). Furthermore, the Q1 and 

Q2 angles (see Scheme 3.1) are slightly smaller than 90° for D = F and slightly larger than 90° 

for D = Cl. The key structural parameters (chalcogen bond distance and angles) converge faster 

as a function of basis-set flexibility and polarization if diffuse functions are included in the basis 

set. For example, chalcogen bond lengths converge within 0.004–0.015 Å along the BS1 to BS3 

series and within 0.000–0.010 Å along the BS1+ to BS3+ series (see Appendices 3.1 and 3.2). 
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Interestingly, the differences in bond distances and angles of the D2Ch•••A– complexes between 

using quadruple-z basis sets basis sets with (BS3+) or without diffuse functions (BS3) are small, 

only ca. 0.001 Å and 0.1°. In the following, all ZORA-CCSD(T) calculated geometries are used 

in the series of high-level ab initio calculations that constitute our benchmark study of 

chalcogen bonds (ChB) complexation energies.  

 

Ab Initio Chalcogen Bond Energies 

Here, we report the first systematic investigation of the complexation energies, with (DECPC) 

and without (DE) counterpoise corrections, as a function of a hierarchical series of ab initio 

methods and basis sets. The results of our ab initio computations are collected in Tables 3.2–

3.5 (DECPC, DE, and BSSE) and graphically displayed in Figures 3.2–3.5 (DECPC and BSSE). In 

general, we find that the same trends in chalcogen-bond strengths emerge at all levels of theory, 

that is, chalcogen bonds become stronger as the chalcogen Ch varies from S to Se, the halide 

A– varies from Cl– to F–, and the substituents D from F to Cl (see Figure 3.2). Our best reference 

data, obtained using counterpoise-corrected ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ energies, show that the 

D2Ch•••A– chalcogen-bond strength increases along F2S•••F– to F2Se••F– from –45.2 to –56.4 

kcal mol–1 and along F2Se•••Cl– to F2Se•••F– from –31.6 to –56.4 kcal mol–1. On the other hand,  

 

 
Figure 3.2. Trends in D2Ch•••A– chalcogen-bond strength relative to the most stable Cl2Se•••F– complex 
along a) ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS# and b) ZORA-method/BS3+. Sulfur complexes in full lines and selenium 
complexes in dashed lines. 

 

along F2S•••Cl– to Cl2S•••Cl–, the chalcogen-bond strength only marginally strengthens from –

20.8 to –22.8 kcal mol–1. For smaller basis sets in combination with ZORA-CCSD(T), this 

minor difference in stability along the variation on the substituent D becomes even smaller and, 
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for BS1+ basis sets, the selenium bonds D2Se•••F– become marginally stronger for D = F. Our 

best level ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ has converged within 1.5–3.1 kcal mol–1 in respect to the 

basis set series and, in combination with the BS3+ basis set, DECPC have converged within 1.1–

3.4 kcal mol–1 along the series of ab initio methods. 

 

Table 3.2. Complexation energies (in kcal mol–1) of D2S•••A– chalcogen-bonded complexes with 
(DECPC) and without (DE) counterpoise corrections.[a] 

  F2S•••F−  F2S•••Cl−  Cl2S•••F−  Cl2S•••Cl− 
Method Basis set DECPC DE  DECPC DE  DECPC DE  DECPC DE 

HF BS1 –45.0 –63.3  –15.6 –21.9  –60.0 –78.7  –20.3 –27.5 
 BS2 –39.7 –42.7  –10.6 –12.0  –47.1 –50.2  –11.7 –13.3 
 BS3 –38.1 –39.3  –8.7 –9.0  –45.9 –47.1  –9.8 –10.1 
MP2 BS1 –46.3 –72.8  –19.8 –28.9  –56.1 –84.0  –25.9 –36.9 
 BS2 –47.6 –54.8  –23.0 –26.0  –49.0 –56.8  –25.4 –28.9 
 BS3 –47.2 –50.8  –23.0 –24.2  –48.5 –52.5  –25.6 –27.1 
CCSD  BS1 –44.0 –70.0  –18.2 –27.5  –54.0 –81.1  –23.2 –34.2 
 BS2 –44.6 –51.0  –18.9 –21.7  –47.5 –54.4  –20.1 –23.4 
 BS3 –44.7 –47.7  –18.6 –19.6  –47.8 –51.1  –19.9 –21.0 
CCSD(T) BS1 –44.5 –71.4  –18.9 –28.5  –54.2 –82.4  –24.9 –36.3 
 BS2 –46.3 –53.5  –21.0 –24.2  –48.8 –56.5  –23.0 –26.7 
 BS3 –46.6 –50.2  –21.1 –22.3  –49.3 –53.2  –23.3 –24.7 
HF BS1+ –37.0 –39.5  –11.2 –12.5  –46.9 –49.6  –12.9 –14.2 
 BS2+ –37.3 –37.5  –8.5 –8.6  –44.7 –44.9  –9.4 –9.6 
 BS3+ –37.4 –37.4  –8.2 –8.2  –45.1 –45.1  –9.3 –9.3 
MP2 BS1+ –40.1 –46.0  –19.1 –23.8  –41.6 –48.9  –21.0 –26.3 
 BS2+ –43.6 –46.4  –21.2 –23.0  –44.4 –47.4  –23.3 –25.4 
 BS3+ –45.6 –47.2  –22.6 –23.5  –46.7 –48.4  –25.1 –26.1 
CCSD BS1+ –38.0 –44.0  –16.6 –21.3  –40.8 –48.0  –17.5 –22.8 
 BS2+ –41.4 –44.0  –17.1 –18.8  –43.9 –46.7  –17.9 –19.8 
 BS3+ –43.5 –44.8  –18.2 –19.0  –46.4 –47.8  –19.4 –20.2 
CCSD(T) BS1+ –39.1 –45.6  –18.1 –23.1  –41.3 –49.1  –19.9 –25.5 
 BS2+ –42.8 –45.8  –19.3 –21.4  –44.8 –48.1  –20.9 –23.2 
 BS3+ –45.2 –46.9  –20.8 –21.7  –47.7 –49.5  –22.8 –23.8 

[a] Computed at ZORA-Method/BS#//ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS#. 
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Table 3.3. Complexation energies (in kcal mol–1) of D2Se•••A– chalcogen-bonded complexes with 
(DECPC) and without (DE) counterpoise corrections.[a] 

  F2Se•••F−  F2Se•••Cl−  Cl2Se•••F−  Cl2Se•••Cl− 
Method Basis set DECPC DE  DECPC DE  DECPC DE  DECPC DE 

HF BS1 –58.5 –78.5  –26.5 –34.1  –66.9 –86.7  –31.0 –38.8 
 BS2 –53.4 –56.8  –23.1 –24.8  –56.0 –59.6  –23.7 –25.6 
 BS3 –52.1 –53.3  –21.2 –21.6  –55.0 –56.3  –22.0 –22.4 
MP2 BS1 –57.6 –86.6  –30.2 –41.4  –64.1 –93.3  –35.1 –47.0 
 BS2 –57.8 –65.7  –33.3 –36.9  –58.0 –66.3  –34.5 –38.4 
 BS3 –57.9 –61.4  –33.6 –34.8  –58.1 –61.9  –34.9 –36.3 
CCSD  BS1 –55.9 –84.1  –28.7 –40.0  –61.7 –90.1  –32.6 –44.5 
 BS2 –55.9 –62.8  –29.8 –33.2  –56.2 –63.5  –30.0 –33.7 
 BS3 –56.4 –59.3  –29.8 –30.8  –57.0 –60.1  –30.2 –31.3 
CCSD(T) BS1 –56.1 –85.3  –29.2 –40.9  –62.0 –91.4  –33.7 –46.0 
 BS2 –56.9 –64.7  –31.5 –35.3  –57.3 –65.5  –32.2 –36.3 
 BS3 –57.7 –61.2  –31.9 –33.0  –58.4 –62.1  –32.8 –34.1 
HF BS1+ –51.8 –54.1  –23.0 –24.2  –54.8 –57.0  –24.7 –25.9 
 BS2+ –51.1 –51.3  –21.0 –21.1  –53.6 –53.8  –21.5 –21.6 
 BS3+ –51.4 –51.4  –20.8 –20.8  –54.2 –54.2  –21.5 –21.5 
MP2 BS1+ –52.7 –58.4  –30.6 –35.6  –51.4 –57.5  –30.6 –36.0 
 BS2+ –54.2 –56.8  –31.7 –33.6  –53.8 –56.6  –32.4 –34.6 
 BS3+ –56.4 –57.8  –33.2 –34.1  –56.3 –57.8  –34.3 –35.3 
CCSD BS1+ –51.2 –56.8  –28.0 –33.0  –50.0 –56.0  –27.5 –32.9 
 BS2+ –52.9 –55.4  –28.1 –29.9  –52.8 –55.5  –27.9 –29.9 
 BS3+ –55.3 –56.5  –29.4 –30.1  –55.6 –56.8  –29.6 –30.4 
CCSD(T) BS1+ –51.9 –58.0  –29.3 –34.7  –50.5 –57.1  –29.0 –34.8 
 BS2+ –53.8 –56.7  –29.9 –32.1  –53.6 –56.7  –30.1 –32.5 
 BS3+ –56.4 –57.9  –31.6 –32.4  –56.7 –58.3  –32.2 –33.2 

[a] Computed at ZORA-Method/BS#//ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS#. 

 

Despite the trend in D2Ch•••A– chalcogen-bond strength being qualitatively the same at 

all levels of ab initio theory in our double hierarchical series (in QM method and in basis set), 

major variations of up to ca. 20 kcal mol–1 in absolute values are observed between the various 

levels (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3). For example, with Cl2S•••F– the DECPC varies from –60.0 to –

49.6 kcal mol–1 at both ZORA-HF/BS1 and ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ levels, respectively. The 

high accuracy of our best level ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ can be attributed to four main factors: 

(i) inclusion of additional s and p diffuse functions to accurately describe anions, as one would 

expect; (ii) use of a highly flexible basis set with diffuse functions to minimize BSSE; (iii) 

introduction of Coulomb correlation; and (iv) inclusion of polarization functions especially for 

highly correlated methods. 
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Figure 3.3. Counterpoise-corrected ZORA-CCSD(T) complexation energies (∆ECPC) for D2Ch•••A– 
chalcogen-bonded complexes along a) BS1 to BS3 and b) BS1+ to BS3+ basis sets. 

 

We first examine DECPC as a function of the basis set. In general, a strengthening of the 

D2Ch•••A– chalcogen bond occurs as the flexibility of the basis set is increased, and DECPC is 

only converged at larger basis sets (see Figure 3.3). An exception to this trend is observed for 

ChB DECPC values computed with the small basis set BS1, which lacks diffuse functions. For 

example, the DECPC for Cl2Se•••F– that is already –62.0 kcal mol–1 at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS1 

slightly weakens to –58.4 kcal mol–1 at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3 (see Figure 3.3a), whereas the 

DECPC is –50.5 kcal mol–1 at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS1+ and strengthens to –56.7 kcal mol–1 at 

ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ (see Figure 3.3b). This is caused by the breathing orbitals of the anionic 

halide fragments going from diffuse in the isolated anion to more compact upon forming the 

ChB complex, which leads to charge delocalization over the molecular system.[24a,25] In the 

absence of diffuse functions, the complexation energy is overestimated due to the artificially 

high energy of the anion because the charge density cannot breath, i.e., expand, in order to 

relieve electron–electron repulsion in the negatively charged species. This explains the possibly 
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misleading conclusion that the DECPC converges faster along the BS1 to BS3 series compared 

to the BS1+ to BS3+ series and, therefore, the use of the basis set series without diffuse 

functions would be more appropriate. Later on, we illustrate that this is only a consequence of 

these complexation energies being ‘corrected’ by the BSSE. 

 

 
Figure 3.4. Basis set superposition error (BSSE) calculated at ZORA-CCSD(T) level for D2Ch•••A– 
chalcogen-bonded complexes along a) BS1 to BS3 and b) BS1+ to BS3+ basis sets. 

 

The BSSE becomes significantly smaller with the addition of diffuse functions and 

decreases from 1.2–3.9 kcal mol–1 at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3 to 0.9–1.8 kcal mol–1 at ZORA-

CCSD(T)/BS3+ (see Tables 3.4 and 3.5). However, the BSSE is large, in particular, for highly 

correlated methods and smaller basis sets without diffuse functions, that is, at the ZORA-

CCSD(T)/BS1 level (see Figure 3.4). As a result, the ZORA-CCSD(T) DECPC are better for the 

BS1+ to BS3+ series but become similar to the series without diffuse functions as the BSSE 

simultaneously decreases as the basis sets size increases. Both basis sets series, indeed, 

converge to a similar value independently of the number of diffuse functions, but this result is 
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fortuitous due to the BSSE correction that damps any fluctuations along the BS1 to BS3 series. 

In fact, the uncorrected ZORA-CCSD(T) complexation energies DE converges significantly 

faster along the BS1+ to BS3+ series (within 0.3–1.5 kcal mol–1) compared to the BS1 to BS3 

series (within 1.9–3.5 kcal mol–1) (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3). This is, again, due to the poor 

description of the anionic reactants by basis sets without diffuse functions. This effect is 

particularly apparent at HF where Coulomb correlation is absent, mainly for systems involving 

the compact atom F–.[24a] For example, the DE for Cl2Se•••F– that is –86.7 kcal mol–1 at ZORA-

HF/BS1 significantly weakens to –57.0 kcal mol–1 at ZORA-HF/BS1+, whereas, for 

Cl2Se•••Cl–, the DE is –38.8 kcal mol–1 at ZORA-HF/BS1 and weakens to –25.9 kcal mol–1 at 

ZORA-HF/BS1+ (see Table 3.3). 

 
Table 3.4. Basis set superposition error (BSSE, in kcal mol–1) of D2S•••A– chalcogen-bonded 
complexes.[a] 

Method Basis set F2S•••F− F2S•••Cl− Cl2S•••F− Cl2S•••Cl− 
HF BS1 18.3 6.3 18.7 7.3 
 BS2 3.0 1.4 3.1 1.5 
 BS3 1.1 0.3 1.2 0.4 
MP2 BS1 26.6 9.1 27.9 10.9 
 BS2 7.3 3.0 7.8 3.5 
 BS3 3.7 1.2 4.0 1.4 
CCSD  BS1 25.9 9.2 27.1 11.0 
 BS2 6.4 2.8 6.9 3.3 
 BS3 3.0 1.0 3.3 1.1 
CCSD(T) BS1 26.8 9.5 28.1 11.4 
 BS2 7.2 3.2 7.7 3.7 
 BS3 3.6 1.2 3.9 1.4 
HF BS1+ 2.5 1.3 2.7 1.3 
 BS2+ 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 
 BS3+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MP2 BS1+ 5.9 4.7 7.3 5.3 
 BS2+ 2.7 1.9 3.0 2.1 
 BS3+ 1.6 0.9 1.7 1.1 
CCSD BS1+ 6.0 4.7 7.2 5.3 
 BS2+ 2.6 1.7 2.8 2.0 
 BS3+ 1.3 0.7 1.4 0.8 
CCSD(T) BS1+ 6.5 5.0 7.8 5.7 
 BS2+ 3.0 2.1 3.4 2.4 
 BS3+ 1.7 0.9 1.8 1.0 

[a] Computed at ZORA-Method/BS#//ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS#. 
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Table 3.5. Basis set superposition error (BSSE, in kcal mol–1) of D2Se•••A– chalcogen-bonded 
complexes.[a] 

Method Basis set F2Se•••F− F2Se•••Cl− Cl2Se•••F− Cl2Se•••Cl− 
HF BS1 20.0 7.6 19.8 7.8 
 BS2 3.4 1.7 3.6 1.9 
 BS3 1.1 0.4 1.2 0.4 
MP2 BS1 29.0 11.2 29.2 11.8 
 BS2 7.8 3.5 8.3 3.9 
 BS3 3.5 1.2 3.8 1.3 
CCSD  BS1 28.2 11.3 28.4 11.9 
 BS2 6.9 3.3 7.3 3.7 
 BS3 2.9 1.0 3.1 1.1 
CCSD(T) BS1 29.2 11.7 29.5 12.3 
 BS2 7.8 3.7 8.2 4.1 
 BS3 3.5 1.2 3.7 1.3 
HF BS1+ 2.3 1.2 2.2 1.2 
 BS2+ 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 
 BS3+ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MP2 BS1+ 5.7 5.0 6.1 5.4 
 BS2+ 2.6 2.0 2.9 2.2 
 BS3+ 1.4 0.9 1.5 1.0 
CCSD BS1+ 5.7 5.1 6.0 5.4 
 BS2+ 2.4 1.8 2.7 2.0 
 BS3+ 1.2 0.7 1.2 0.7 
CCSD(T) BS1+ 6.1 5.4 6.6 5.8 
 BS2+ 2.9 2.2 3.2 2.4 
 BS3+ 1.5 0.9 1.6 0.9 

[a] Computed at ZORA-Method/BS#//ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS#. 

 

Lastly, inclusion of Coulomb correlation is critical to achieve accurate chalcogen-bond 

energies. At HF, the D2Ch•••A– complexes are weakly bound and enter into stronger chalcogen 

bonds as Coulomb correlation is introduced (see Figure 3.5). For example, from HF to 

CCSD(T), the DECPC for F2S•••F– strengthens from –38.1 to –46.6 kcal mol–1 for BS3 and from 

–37.4 to –45.2 kcal mol–1 for BS3+ (see Table 3.2). We also note that the stabilization of DECPC 

due to the increasing of basis set size is more pronounced for high correlated methods. For 

example, from BS1+ to BS3+, the DECPC for F2Se•••F– slightly varies from –51.8 to –51.4 kcal 

mol–1 at HF level and strengthens from –51.9 to –56.4 kcal mol–1 at CCSD(T) level (see Tables 

3.2 and 3.3). This is due to the well-known fact that correlated ab initio methods strongly 

depend on the extent of polarization functions to generate configurations through which the 

wavefunction can describe the correlation hole.[7c] On the other hand, at the HF level without 

Coulomb correlation, there is much less sensitivity of DECPC towards increasing the flexibility 

and polarization functions of the basis set. Taken altogether, our benchmark approach, based 
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on hierarchical series, reveals that our best estimates are converged with regards to correlation 

and basis set within 1.1–3.4 kcal mol–1 and 1.5–3.1 kcal mol–1, respectively, and provides the 

most accurate benchmark to date, surpassing the recently published benchmark based on a 

single-shot CCSD(T) approach.[7i] In the next section, we discuss the ability of DFT to describe 

Coulomb correlation compared to our ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ benchmark. 

 

 
Figure 3.5. Counterpoise-corrected ZORA-CCSD(T) complexation energies (DECPC) for D2Ch•••A– 
chalcogen-bonded complexes along the ab initio method in combination with a) BS3 and b) BS3+. 

 

Performance of Density Functional Approximations 

Finally, we have computed the complexation energies DE for various GGAs, meta-GGAs, 

hybrid, and meta-hybrid functionals in combination with the all-electron QZ4P basis set and 

ZORA for relativistic effects on optimized geometries at the same level. The performance of 

the density functionals is discussed by comparing the resulting DE with our best ab initio 

ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ level. These results are graphically illustrated by the bar diagrams in 
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Figure 3.6 (mean absolute error, mean error, and largest deviation) and collected in Appendices 

3.3 and 3.4 (complexation energies, mean absolute error, mean error, and largest deviation). 

 

 
Figure 3.6. Mean absolute error (MAE, red), mean error (ME, black), and largest deviation (LD, blue) 
of the ZORA-DFT/QZ4P functionals relative to the ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ a) Ch•••A– bond lengths, 
b) bond angles Q2, and c) D2Ch•••A– counterpoise-corrected complexation energies. 

 

The DE computed at the DFT levels follow the same trends as those at ZORA-

CCSD(T)/BS3+, that is, chalcogen bonds D2Ch•••A– become stronger as the chalcogen Ch 
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varies from S to Se, the halide A– varies from Cl– to F– and the substituents D from F to Cl. 

SSB-D and SSB-D3(BJ) are exceptions, whereby the ChB becomes more stabilizing when D 

varies from Cl to F (see Appendix 3.3). The main trends in bond lengths and angles are also in 

line with the ab initio methods where the D2Ch•••A– chalcogen bond becomes longer as Ch 

varies from S to Se and as A– varies from F– to Cl– and shorter as D varies from F to Cl (see 

Appendices 3.5 and 3.6). In general, we find that the density functionals give longer chalcogen 

bonds and bigger bond angles Q2 (Scheme 3.1) compared to our best level ZORA-

CCSD(T)/BS3+ geometries (see Figure 3.6). The best overall agreement with our best ab initio 

level geometries is with the meta-hybrid M06, M06-HF, M06-2X functionals (MAE of 0.006–

0.017 Å for bond lengths and MAE of 0.7–1.5 degrees for bond angles). The GGAs BLYP and 

BLYP-D3(BJ) perform the worst and have the largest MAEs up to 0.063 Å and 7.2 degrees. 

The mean absolute error (MAE), mean error (ME), and largest deviation (LD) for the 

13 density functionals are computed relative to ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+. Three main 

observations emerge: (i) M06-2X, B3LYP, and M06 perform the best; (ii) BHANDH, BLYP-

D3(BJ), and BP86 perform the worst; and (iii) all 13 density functionals overestimate the DE 

compared to ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+. The best overall agreement with the ab initio benchmark 

is with the meta-hybrid functionals, M06-2X and M06 (MAE of 4.1–4.3 kcal mol–1 and LD of 

6.6–6.8 kcal mol–1) and by the popular B3LYP hybrid functional (MAE 4.2 kcal mol–1 and LD 

of 6.4 kcal mol–1) (see Figure 3.6c). GGAs perform the worst and have the largest MAEs up to 

9.3 kcal mol–1. BLYP is the best GGA with a MAE of 6.9 kcal mol–1 and LD of 8.6 kcal mol–

1. Addition of an explicit dispersion correction (D3) and damping function (BJ) for the BLYP 

and B3LYP functionals results in less accurate DE values and increases the MAE to 8.5 and 5.7 

kcal mol–1, respectively. 

The ME is negative, and its absolute value is equal to the MAE for all density 

functionals, i.e., the stabilization of the D2Ch•••A– chalcogen-bonded complexes is 

overestimated by all functionals in this study. Nevertheless, our best performing density 

functionals together with the Slater-type QZ4P basis set have the same trends in chemical 

stability and geometry as our ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ benchmark, with relatively small 

deviations from the ab initio DECPC. For larger chalcogen-bonded systems, the smaller Slater-

type TZ2P basis set may be used, which also provides satisfactory results in comparison with 

our best ab initio level. For our three-best density functionals, B3LYP, M06-2X, and M06, the 

DE is ca. 2 kcal mol–1 more over-binding for TZ2P than for QZ4P (see Table 3.6), that is, the 

overestimation on the stability of chalcogen-bonded systems increases. This results in larger 

errors relative to our best estimate and the B3LYP, M06-2X, and M06 density functionals in 
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combination with TZ2P basis set turn out have similar accuracy as the ZORA-BLYP/QZ4P. 

Thus, we identify not only B3LYP and M06-2X,[7i] but also M06, in combination with the all-

electron QZ4P basis set, to be reasonable approaches for computing the complexation energies 

of chalcogen bonds without relying on expensive ab initio methods. 

 

Table 3.6. ZORA-DFT/BS complexation energies (in kcal mol–1) of representative D2Ch•••A– 
chalcogen-bonded complexes. 

DFT/BS  F2S•••Cl– Cl2Se•••F– 
B3LYP/TZ2P  –26.0 –65.3 
M06/TZ2P  –25.6 –66.1 
M06-2X/TZ2P  –25.5 –64.0 
    
B3LYP/QZ4P  –23.5 –62.3 
M06/QZ4P  –23.1 –63.6 
M06-2X/QZ4P  –23.7 –61.9 
    
Benchmark[a]  –20.8 –56.7 

[a] DECPC computed at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

We have computed a ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+ benchmark for the archetypal chalcogen-bonded 

model complexes D2Ch•••A– (Ch = S, Se; D, A = F, Cl) that derives from a hierarchical series 

of relativistic ab initio methods and basis sets. The counterpoise-corrected ZORA-

CCSD(T)/ma-ZORA-def2-QZVPP level is converged within 1.5–3.1 kcal mol–1 and 1.1–3.4 

kcal mol–1 with respect to the basis set size and ab initio method, respectively. Our benchmark 

data show that chalcogen bonds (ChB) in D2Ch•••A– become stronger for the heavier chalcogen 

Ch, the lighter halide A–, and for the less electronegative halogen substituent D. 

Basis sets including diffuse functions are required for the calculation of accurate 

complexation energies for the chalcogen-bonded complexes D2Ch•••A– involving anions. 

Addition of diffuse functions yields smaller BSSE and faster convergence with respect to the 

basis set size and ab initio method. However, as the BSSE simultaneously decreases as the 

flexibility of the basis set size increases, the uncorrected and counterpoise-corrected 

complexation energies become similar for larger basis sets, with or without diffuse functions. 

Coulomb correlation is also crucial, and, for highly correlated methods, addition of polarization 

functions is necessary to accurately describe the correlation hole. 
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The performance of 13 relativistic (ZORA) density functionals for describing the 

complexation energies of ChB was evaluated. Best agreement with our hierarchical ab initio 

benchmark is achieved by hybrid and meta-hybrid DFT functions, which overestimate the bond 

strength with mean absolute errors up to 4.3 kcal mol–1. Neither GGA nor meta-GGA DFT 

approaches can achieve this accuracy. The BLYP functional, which is the best performing GGA 

approach, overestimates complexation energies by 6.9 kcal mol–1. Taken altogether, M06-2X 

and M06 and B3LYP in combination with the all-electron QZ4P basis are accurate, efficient, 

and non-expensive methods for the routine investigation of chalcogen bonds. 
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3.6 Appendices 
 
 
Appendix 3.1. Ab initio bond lengths and angles (in Å and degrees) of D2S∙∙∙A– chalcogen-bonded 
complexes.[a] 

 F2S∙∙∙F–  F2S∙∙∙Cl– 
Basis set rCh–A

– rCh–D
1 rCh–D

2 Q1 Q2  rCh–A
– rCh–D

1 rCh–D
2 Q1 Q2 

BS1 1.792 1.792 1.660 86.3 86.3  2.533 1.719 1.637 90.1 87.7 
BS2 1.809 1.809 1.644 86.9 86.9  2.452 1.739 1.629 89.4 88.4 
BS3 1.805 1.805 1.637 86.8 86.8  2.446 1.732 1.623 89.4 88.1 
BS1+ 1.856 1.856 1.679 87.4 87.4  2.511 1.783 1.666 89.7 88.7 
BS2+ 1.809 1.809 1.640 86.9 86.9  2.450 1.736 1.626 89.4 88.1 
BS3+ 1.806 1.806 1.637 86.8 86.8  2.441 1.733 1.623 89.4 88.0 
 Cl2S∙∙∙F–  Cl2S∙∙∙Cl– 
 rCh–A

– rCh–D
1 rCh–D

2 Q1 Q2  rCh–A
– rCh–D

1 rCh–D
2 Q1 Q2 

BS1 1.734 2.526 2.108 90.7 92.2  2.393 2.393 2.100 93.5 93.5 
BS2 1.759 2.457 2.068 91.7 92.1  2.349 2.349 2.064 94.0 94.0 
BS3 1.752 2.451 2.053 91.2 92.1  2.337 2.337 2.050 93.5 93.5 
BS1+ 1.804 2.526 2.106 92.8 92.8  2.416 2.416 2.107 95.2 95.2 
BS2+ 1.755 2.460 2.062 91.6 92.2  2.346 2.346 2.060 93.9 93.9 
BS3+ 1.752 2.450 2.052 91.2 92.1  2.336 2.336 2.050 93.5 93.5 

[a] Computed at ZORA-CCSD(T)/Basis set. 

 
Appendix 3.2. Ab initio bond lengths and angles (in Å and degrees) of D2Se∙∙∙A– chalcogen-bonded 
complexes.[a] 

 F2Se∙∙∙F–  F2Se∙∙∙Cl– 
Basis set rCh–A

– rCh–D
1 rCh–D

2 Q1 Q2  rCh–A
– rCh–D

1 rCh–D
2 Q1 Q2 

BS1 1.902 1.902 1.784 86.4 86.4  2.521 1.859 1.773 88.5 88.5 
BS2 1.919 1.919 1.775 86.5 86.5  2.489 1.877 1.767 88.0 88.8 
BS3 1.915 1.915 1.770 86.5 86.5  2.479 1.873 1.763 87.9 88.5 
BS1+ 1.956 1.956 1.810 87.5 87.5  2.507 1.922 1.805 88.5 89.2 
BS2+ 1.917 1.917 1.770 86.4 86.4  2.480 1.876 1.763 87.7 88.4 
BS3+ 1.915 1.915 1.769 86.5 86.5  2.476 1.874 1.763 87.8 88.3 
 Cl2Se∙∙∙F–  Cl2Se∙∙∙Cl– 
 rCh–A

– rCh–D
1 rCh–D

2 Q1 Q2  rCh–A
– rCh–D

1 rCh–D
2 Q1 Q2 

BS1 1.871 2.525 2.246 91.8 91.5  2.461 2.461 2.238 93.8 93.8 
BS2 1.893 2.501 2.205 92.4 91.2  2.439 2.439 2.203 94.1 94.1 
BS3 1.889 2.492 2.193 91.8 91.0  2.430 2.430 2.190 93.3 93.3 
BS1+ 1.939 2.524 2.243 93.1 91.5  2.476 2.476 2.243 94.6 94.6 
BS2+ 1.891 2.496 2.200 92.0 90.9  2.435 2.435 2.197 93.5 93.5 
BS3+ 1.891 2.490 2.192 91.7 90.9  2.429 2.429 2.190 93.3 93.3 

[a] Computed at ZORA-CCSD(T)/Basis set. 
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Appendix 3.3. Complexation energies (in kcal mol–1) of D2Ch∙∙∙A– chalcogen-bonded complexes.[a] 

A– B3LYP B3LYP[b] BHANDH BLYP BLYP[b] BP86 M06 M06-HF M06-L M06-2X PBE SSB-D SSB[b] 

 F2S∙∙∙A– 

F– –51.2 –51.9 –57.4 –53.8 –54.6 –55.1 –50.1 –53.8 –52.6 –51.5 –57.0 –56.4 –56.5 

Cl– –23.5 –25.3 –26.0 –26.7 –28.9 –27.9 –23.1 –26.8 –23.6 –23.7 –29.6 –27.6 –28.2 

 Cl2S∙∙∙A– 

F– –54.1 –54.9 –60.3 –56.3 –57.2 –57.4 –53.1 –56.6 –55.4 –54.3 –58.5 –55.4 –55.5 

Cl– –25.8 –28.2 –27.5 –29.6 –32.3 –30.4 –25.3 –28.3 –24.9 –25.0 –31.4 –26.8 –27.5 

 F2Se∙∙∙A– 

F– –61.7 –62.4 –68.2 –63.4 –64.3 –64.6 –62.4 –62.3 –63.9 –61.7 –66.5 –66.3 –66.4 

Cl– –33.8 –35.7 –37.6 –36.1 –38.3 –37.5 –34.6 –36.4 –34.5 –33.8 –39.1 –37.3 –37.7 

 Cl2Se∙∙∙A– 

F– –62.3 –63.1 –67.9 –64.4 –65.2 –65.3 –63.6 –60.0 –66.6 –61.9 –66.5 –64.8 –64.9 

Cl– –34.8 –37.1 –37.3 –38.4 –40.4 –38.7 –35.7 –35.3 –36.3 –34.0 –39.7 –36.1 –36.7 

[a] Computed at ZORA-DFT/QZ4P. [b] Includes the D3(BJ) dispersion correction.  

 

 
Appendix 3.4. The mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), and largest deviation (LD) of ZORA-
DFT/QZ4P approaches relative to the geometries (in Å and degrees) and counterpoise corrected 
complexation energies (in kcal mol–1) of D2Ch∙∙∙A– complexes computed at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+. 

  rCh–A
–  Q2  DE 

DFT  ME MAE LD  ME MAE LD  ME MAE LD 
B3LYP  0.034 0.034 0.048  2.1 2.1 4.7  –4.2 4.2 6.4 
B3LYP-D3(BJ)  0.032 0.032 0.048  1.8 1.8 3.4  –5.7 5.7 7.2 
BHANDH  –0.042 0.042 0.052  –1.2 1.2 1.5  –8.6 8.6 12.6 
BLYP  0.060 0.060 0.094  7.2 7.2 26.7  –6.9 6.9 8.6 
BLYP-D3(BJ)  0.063 0.063 0.095  4.9 4.9 12.2  –8.5 8.5 9.5 
BP86  0.034 0.040 0.071  3.3 3.3 7.8  –7.9 7.9 9.9 
M06  0.009 0.010 0.019  1.0 1.0 2  –4.3 4.3 6.8 
M06-HF  –0.016 0.017 0.023  –1.5 1.5 2.5  –5.8 5.8 8.9 
M06-L  0.031 0.031 0.049  1.2 1.3 3.2  –5.5 5.5 9.9 
M06-2X  –0.004 0.006 0.016  –0.7 0.7 1.1  –4.1 4.1 6.6 
PBE  0.028 0.038 0.071  2.7 2.7 6.2  –9.3 9.3 11.7 
SSB-D  0.012 0.039 0.077  3.4 3.4 5.3  –7.2 7.2 11.2 
SSB-D3(BJ)  0.010 0.040 0.086  3.2 3.2 5.2  –7.5 7.5 11.3 
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Appendix 3.5. Representative DFT bond lengths and angles (in Å and degrees) of D2S∙∙∙A– chalcogen-
bonded complexes.[a] 

 F2S∙∙∙F–  F2S∙∙∙Cl– 
DFT rCh–A

– rCh–D
1 rCh–D

2 Q1 Q2  rCh–A
– rCh–D

1 rCh–D
2 Q1 Q2 

B3LYP 1.833 1.833 1.655 87.5 87.5  2.466 1.769 1.640 89.4 89.1 
BLYP-D3(BJ) 1.873 1.873 1.693 88.7 88.7  2.458 1.827 1.678 90.3 90.7 
M06 1.813 1.813 1.631 87.0 87.0  2.452 1.735 1.617 89.3 88.2 
M06-2X 1.795 1.795 1.631 86.2 86.2  2.442 1.722 1.617 88.7 87.2 
PBE 1.843 1.843 1.675 87.9 87.9  2.401 1.803 1.663 89.1 89.4 
Benchmark[b] 1.806 1.806 1.637 86.8 86.8  2.441 1.733 1.623 89.4 88.0 
 Cl2S∙∙∙F–  Cl2S∙∙∙Cl– 
 rCh–A

– rCh–D
1 rCh–D

2 Q1 Q2  rCh–A
– rCh–D

1 rCh–D
2 Q1 Q2 

B3LYP 1.786 2.476 2.082 93.9 93.3  2.384 2.384 2.074 96.3 96.3 
BLYP-D3(BJ) 1.847 2.468 2.125 95.9 95.3  2.411 2.411 2.117 98.5 98.5 
M06 1.748 2.477 2.051 92.1 93.0  2.339 2.339 2.048 94.4 94.4 
M06-2X 1.736 2.461 2.046 90.9 91.7  2.339 2.339 2.042 93.2 93.2 
PBE 1.823 2.415 2.083 94.2 93.5  2.364 2.364 2.077 96.7 96.7 
Benchmark[b] 1.752 2.450 2.052 91.2 92.1  2.336 2.336 2.050 93.5 93.5 

[a] Computed at ZORA-DFT/QZ4P level. [b] Computed at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+. 

 

 

Appendix 3.6. Representative DFT bond lengths and angles (in Å and degrees) of D2Se∙∙∙A– chalcogen-
bonded complexes.[a] 

 F2Se∙∙∙F–  F2Se∙∙∙Cl– 
DFT rCh–A

– rCh–D
1 rCh–D

2 Q1 Q2  rCh–A
– rCh–D

1 rCh–D
2 Q1 Q2 

B3LYP 1.946 1.946 1.794 87.7 87.7  2.511 1.912 1.788 88.9 90.4 
BLYP-D3(BJ) 1.983 1.983 1.835 89.5 89.5  2.526 1.956 1.829 90.8 92.4 
M06 1.931 1.931 1.773 87.3 87.3  2.495 1.888 1.765 88.6 89.6 
M06-2X 1.910 1.910 1.765 85.4 85.4  2.481 1.868 1.757 86.8 87.4 
PBE 1.958 1.958 1.815 88.3 88.3  2.473 1.936 1.808 89.3 90.7 
Benchmark[b] 1.915 1.915 1.769 86.5 86.5  2.476 1.874 1.763 87.8 88.3 
 Cl2Se∙∙∙F–  Cl2Se∙∙∙Cl– 
 rCh–A

– rCh–D
1 rCh–D

2 Q1 Q2  rCh–A
– rCh–D

1 rCh–D
2 Q1 Q2 

B3LYP 1.927 2.520 2.231 96.1 93.7  2.468 2.468 2.232 98.0 98.0 
BLYP-D3(BJ) 1.971 2.528 2.286 99.4 98.0  2.483 2.483 2.307 105.5 105.5 
M06 1.903 2.504 2.200 93.8 92.5  2.438 2.438 2.198 95.3 95.3 
M06-2X 1.885 2.494 2.186 91.2 89.9  2.428 2.428 2.190 92.5 92.5 
PBE 1.952 2.484 2.237 96.5 94.9  2.452 2.452 2.241 99.5 99.5 
Benchmark[b] 1.891 2.490 2.192 91.7 90.9  2.429 2.429 2.190 93.3 93.3 

[a] Computed at ZORA-DFT/QZ4P level. [b] Computed at ZORA-CCSD(T)/BS3+. 
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4 | The Chalcogen Bond 
 

Part of this chapter previously appeared as 

 

A Quantitative MO Perspective of the Chalcogen Bond 

L. de Azevedo Santos, S. C. C. van der Lubbe, T. A. Hamlin, T. C. Ramalho, 

F. Matthias Bickelhaupt 

ChemistryOpen. 2021, 10, 391–401 

 

 
 

Abstract | We have quantum chemically analyzed the structure and stability of archetypal chalcogen-
bonded model complexes D2Ch•••A– (Ch = O, S, Se, Te; D, A = F, Cl, Br) using relativistic density 
functional theory at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. Our purpose is twofold: (i) to compute accurate trends in 
chalcogen-bond strength based on a set of consistent data; and (ii) to rationalize these trends in terms of 
detailed analyses of the bonding mechanism based on quantitative Kohn-Sham molecular orbital (KS-
MO) theory in combination with a canonical energy decomposition analysis (EDA). At odds with the 
commonly accepted view of chalcogen bonding as a predominantly electrostatic phenomenon, we find 
that chalcogen bonds, just as hydrogen and halogen bonds, have a significant covalent character 
stemming from strong HOMO–LUMO interactions. Besides providing significantly to the bond 
strength, these orbital interactions are also manifested by the structural distortions they induce as well 
as the associated charge transfer from A– to D2Ch. 

 

Keywords | Activation strain model, Chalcogen bonding, Density functional calculations, Energy 
decomposition analysis, Noncovalent Interactions   
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4.1 Introduction 

The chalcogen-bond (ChB) is the net-attractive intermolecular interaction, often referred to as 

noncovalent interaction, between a Lewis-basic chalcogen-bond acceptor A and a Lewis-acidic 

chalcogen-bond donor D2Ch featuring a chalcogen (group 16) atom Ch to which A binds.[1] 

Nearly 40 years ago, the first systematic study appeared of the chalcogen bond in which S•••Y 

(e.g., Y = S, O, F, Cl, or Br) nonbonded atomic contacts were investigated.[2] Early studies 

generally characterized chalcogen bonds as being predominantly electrostatic in nature.[3] Later 

on, the significance of charge transfer from the occupied orbital of a Lewis base into an empty 

s*-type orbital of a chalcogen molecule controlling the chalcogen bond strength was 

recognized.[4] Chalcogen-bonding has since found applications in various fields of chemistry,[1] 

including, supramolecular,[5] biochemistry,[6] spectroscopy[7] and catalysis.[8] 

In this study, we have computationally analyzed a range of chalcogen-bonded 

D2Ch•••A– complexes (Ch = O, S, Se, Te; D, A = F, Cl, Br; see Scheme 4.1), using relativistic 

density functional theory (DFT) at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. One purpose of our work is to provide 

a set of consistent structural and energy data from which reliable trends can be inferred for a 

wide range of model systems. The primary objective is to achieve a detailed understanding of 

the nature of chalcogen bonds by studying the associated electronic structure and bonding 

mechanism and compare them with the better-known halogen bonds and hydrogen bonds.[9] 

 

 

Scheme 4.1. Chalcogen–bonded D2Ch⋅⋅⋅A– model complexes (Ch = O, S, Se, Te; D, A = F, Cl, Br). 

 

To this end, we first explore how the geometries and energies of our model complexes 

D2Ch⋅⋅⋅A– vary as the chalcogen atom (Ch), or the chalcogen bond accepting Lewis base (A–) 

are varied. To understand the origin of the computed trends, activation strain analyses[10] are 

performed on the formation of the chalcogen-bond complexes. As part of these analyses, the 

interaction energy and the underlying bonding mechanism are furthermore examined in the 

context of quantitative Kohn-Sham molecular orbital (MO) theory in combination with an 

energy decomposition analysis (EDA).[11,12] Our systematic and detailed analyses along the 

entire reaction profile for each of the chalcogen-bond complexation reactions provide in-depth 
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insights. In particular, they demonstrate that chalcogen bonds are not at all purely electrostatic 

phenomena but are, to a substantial extent, covalent in nature. 

 

4.2 Theoretical Methods 

Computational details 

All calculations were carried out using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) 2017.103 

program.[13] The equilibrium geometries and energies of chalcogen-bonded complexes were 

computed at DFT level using the meta-hybrid functional M06.[14] In addition, a large 

uncontracted relativistically optimized QZ4P Slater type orbitals (STOs) basis set containing 

diffuse functions was used. The QZ4P all-electron basis set,[15] no frozen-core approximation, 

is of quadruple-z quality for all atoms and has been augmented with the following sets of 

polarization and diffuse functions: two 3d and two 4f on oxygen and fluorine, three 3d and two 

4f on sulfur and chlorine, two 4d and three 4f on selenium and bromine, one 5d and three 4f on 

tellurium and iodine. The molecular density was fitted by the systematically improvable Zlm 

fitting scheme. The scalar relativistic effects were accounted for by using the zeroth-order 

regular approximation (ZORA) Hamiltonian.[16] It has been shown that these computational 

settings give accurate bond lengths and energies.[17] 

 

Analysis of the bonding mechanism 

Insight into the bonding mechanism is obtained through activation strain analyses of the various 

chalcogen bond formation reactions. These complexation reactions are computationally 

modeled by increasing the distance between A– and the Ch atom of the D2Ch fragment, 

allowing the system to geometrically relax at each point. The D2Ch•••A– distance is increased 

from the actual bond length value in the chalcogen-bonded complex (rCh⋅⋅⋅A–) to a value of 4.300 

Å. Thus, each analysis starts from an optimized D2Ch•••A– complex, which is then transformed 

to the D2Ch molecule and a halide at a relatively large distance. 

These complexation reactions are analyzed using the activation strain model. The 

activation strain model of chemical reactivity[10] is a fragment-based approach to understand 

the energy profile of a chemical process in terms of the original reactants. Thus, the potential 

energy surface DE(z) is decomposed along the reaction coordinate z (or just at one point along 

z) into the strain energy DEstrain(z), which is associated with the geometrical deformation of the 
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individual reactants as the process takes place, plus the actual interaction energy DEint(z) 

between the deformed reactants [Eq. (4.1)]. 

 
DE(z) = DEstrain(z) + DEint(z)                                                                                    (4.1) 
 
In the equilibrium geometry, that is, for z = zeq, this yields an expression for the bond 

energy DE(zeq) = DEstrain(zeq)  + DEint(zeq). The PyFrag program was used to facilitate the 

analyses along the reaction coordinate z of the bond formation processes.[18] The interaction 

energy DEint(z) between the deformed reactants is further analyzed in the conceptual framework 

provided by the quantitative Kohn–Sham MO model.[11] To this end, it is decomposed in three 

physically meaningful terms [Eq. (4.2)] using a quantitative energy decomposition scheme 

developed by Ziegler and Rauk.[12] 

 
 DEint(z) = DVelstat(z) + DEPauli(z) +DEoi(z) (4.2) 

 DVelstat(z) = DVelstat,r1r2(z) + DVelstat,n1r2(z) + DVelstat,r1n2(z) + DVelstat,n1n2(z) (4.3) 
 

The usually attractive term DVelstat corresponds to the classical Coulomb interaction 

between the unperturbed charge distributions of the deformed reactants and has four 

components [Eq. (4.3)]: i) the electrostatic repulsion between the electron densities of 

fragments 1 and 2, DVelstat,r1r2; ii) the electrostatic attraction between the nucleus of fragment 1 

and the electron density of fragment 2, DVelstat,n1r2; iii) the electrostatic attraction between the 

electron density of fragment 1 and the nucleus of fragment 2, DVelstat,r1n2; and iv) the 

electrostatic repulsion between the nuclei of fragments 1 and 2, DVelstat,n1n2. The Pauli repulsion 

energy (DEPauli) comprises the destabilizing interactions between occupied orbitals of the 

reactants and is responsible for steric repulsion. The orbital-interaction energy (DEoi) accounts 

for charge transfer, that is, the interaction between occupied orbitals of one fragment with 

unoccupied orbitals of the other fragment, including the interactions of the highest occupied 

and lowest unoccupied MOs (HOMO–LUMO), and polarization, that is, empty–occupied 

orbital mixing on one fragment, due to the presence of another fragment. 

The electron density distribution is analyzed using the Voronoi deformation density 

(VDD) method for computing atomic charges.[19] The VDD atomic charge on atom X in a 

molecule (QXVDD) is computed as the (numerical) integral of the deformation density in the 

volume of the Voronoi cell of atom X [Eq. (4.4)]. The Voronoi cell of atom X is defined as the 

compartment of space bounded by the bond midplanes on and perpendicular to all bond axes 

between nucleus X and its neighboring nuclei. 
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QX
VDD	= – - 0ρ(r) – ρpromolecule(r)1 dr

 

Voronoi cell of X

																																																														(4.4) 

 
Here, the deformation density is the difference between r(r), i.e., the electron density 

of the overall molecule or complex, and rpromolecule(r) = SYrY(r), i.e., the superposition of 

spherical average-of-configuration atomic densities rY(r) of each atom Y in the fictitious 

promolecule without chemical interactions, in which all atoms are considered neutral. The 

interpretation of the VDD charge QChVDD is rather straighforward and transparent: instead of 

measuring the amount of charge associated with a particular atom Ch, QChVDD directly monitors 

how much charge flows out of (QChVDD > 0) or into (QChVDD < 0) the Voronoi cell of atom Ch 

due to chemical interactions. 

The VDD scheme can also be used to directly compute how much charge flows into or 

out of an atomic Voronoi cell X in an overall complex (e.g., [D2Ch•••A]–) relative to two 

(poly)atomic molecular fragments (e.g., D2Ch and A–), instead of spherical atoms, as shown in 

[Eq. (4.5)]. 

 

DQX
VDD	= – - 0ρcomplex(r) – ρfragment 1(r)	– ρfragment 2(r)1 dr

 

Voronoi cell of X in complex

									(4.5) 

 
∆QXVDD is a measure of how the atomic charge of atom X changes due to the bonding 

between the fragment. In this work, [Eq. (4.5)] is used to compute the flow of electrons from 

the halide A– to the chalcogen-bond donating molecule D2Ch (see DQD2ChVDD in Table 4.1). 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

Chalcogen bond strength and structure 

The results of our ZORA-M06/QZ4P calculations are shown in Table 4.1 for a representative 

selection of oxygen-, sulfur-, and tellurium-bonded model complexes D2Ch•••A–, covering D, 

A = F, Cl, and Br (the complete dataset for all model systems is provided in Appendices 4.1 

and 4.2). In the first place, we note that all model reactions are associated with single-well 

potential energy surfaces (PES), that is, there is no energy barrier separating the reactants from 

their resulting complex. In the cases where D ¹ A, Cs symmetric complexes with D1–Ch bond 

lengths longer than D2–Ch and with bond angles Q1 ¹ Q2 are formed. For the cases where D = 
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A, C2v symmetric complexes with equal bond distances rCh–D¹ = rCh⋅⋅⋅A and equal bond angles 

Q1 = Q2 are formed (see Table 4.1). 

 
Table 4.1. Activation strain analyses (in kcal mol–1) of a representative set of D2Ch•••A– at the 
equilibrium geometries (in Å, deg.)[a] 

D2Ch•••A– ∆E ∆Estrain ∆Eint DQD2ChVDD rCh•••A ∆rD¹–Ch ∆rD²–Ch Q1 Q2 ∆Q1 
F2O•••F– –21.9 28.3 –50.2 –0.37 1.784 0.408 –0.002 97.6 97.6 –6.1 
F2O•••Cl– –9.9 28.1 –37.9 –0.35 2.183 0.402 0.007 98.8 101.3 –4.9 
F2O•••Br– –11.5 45.0 –56.5 –0.48 2.113 0.582 0.023 98.6 103.4 –5.1 
           
Cl2O•••F– –16.0 24.3 –40.3 –0.41 1.838 0.500 –0.032 104.4 99.5 –7.9 
Cl2O•••Cl– –6.5 24.5 –31.0 –0.41 2.172 0.491 –0.012 105.5 105.5 –6.6 
Cl2O•••Br– –11.0 46.5 –57.5 –0.62 1.966 0.878 0.009 105.7 110.8 –6.6 
           
Br2O•••F– –12.9 4.5 –17.4 –0.26 2.162 0.153 0.007 106.1 86.6 –8.0 
Br2O•••Cl– –6.0 1.5 –7.6 –0.19 2.673 0.084 0.021 111.9 94.0 –2.2 
Br2O•••Br– –6.2 20.6 –26.7 –0.44 2.243 0.425 0.026 108.2 108.2 –5.9 
           
F2S•••F– –50.1 16.2 –66.3 –0.35 1.813 0.227 0.045 87.0 87.0 –11.2 
F2S•••Cl– –23.1 8.5 –31.7 –0.21 2.452 0.149 0.031 89.3 88.2 –8.9 
F2S•••Br– –19.8 7.1 –26.9 –0.19 2.647 0.135 0.028 90.1 88.7 –8.1 
           
Cl2S•••F– –53.1 24.5 –77.5 –0.47 1.748 0.461 0.035 92.1 93.0 –11.5 
Cl2S•••Cl– –25.3 14.8 –40.1 –0.34 2.339 0.323 0.032 94.4 94.4 –9.2 
Cl2S•••Br– –22.4 14.4 –36.9 –0.34 2.506 0.322 0.030 94.9 95.1 –8.7 
           
Br2S•••F– –51.7 22.2 –73.9 –0.51 1.743 0.487 0.028 92.8 93.9 –11.1 
Br2S•••Cl– –24.7 12.2 –36.8 –0.36 2.346 0.320 0.027 95.6 95.3 –8.3 
Br2S•••Br– –22.3 12.3 –34.6 –0.36 2.507 0.327 0.027 96.0 96.0 –7.9 
           
F2Te•••F– –72.4 7.9 –80.3 –0.32 2.054 0.162 0.038 84.2 84.2 –9.7 
F2Te•••Cl– –42.5 5.9 –48.5 –0.24 2.608 0.134 0.035 85.2 86.3 –8.7 
F2Te•••Br– –38.1 5.6 –43.7 –0.24 2.777 0.130 0.034 85.2 86.6 –8.7 
           
Cl2Te•••F– –73.3 10.8 –84.1 –0.39 2.039 0.285 0.047 90.0 88.5 –8.2 
Cl2Te•••Cl– –43.0 8.6 –51.6 –0.30 2.582 0.249 0.045 91.4 91.4 –6.8 
Cl2Te•••Br– –38.6 8.4 –47.1 –0.30 2.745 0.246 0.045 91.4 91.8 –6.8 
           
Br2Te•••F– –72.0 9.9 –81.9 –0.41 2.040 0.227 0.045 90.8 88.5 –8.3 
Br2Te•••Cl– –42.0 7.6 –49.6 –0.32 2.582 0.461 0.035 92.5 92.0 –6.6 
Br2Te•••Br– –37.7 7.6 –45.3 –0.32 2.751 0.487 0.028 92.8 92.8 –6.3 

[a] Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. For full set of data, see Appendices 4.1 and 4.2. 

 

In general, chalcogen bonds become stronger on descending group 16 in the periodic 

table, in agreement with previous ab initio results.[4b,17] The heavier D2Ch•••A– chalcogen 

bonds (i.e., Ch = S, Se, and Te) become weaker and longer as the accepting halide (A–) varies 

from F– to Br–. In the case of the tellurium-bonded complexes D2Te⋅⋅⋅A–, for example, the DE 
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weakens from around –73 kcal mol–1 for A– = F– to around –38 kcal mol–1 for A– = Br– (see 

Table 4.1). However, the oxygen chalcogen bonds D2O•••A– display a more complex 

dependency of DE upon variation of the accepting halide A–. From A– = F– to Cl–, the oxygen-

bond strength still weakens, similar to the situation for the heavier chalcogen bonds. However, 

thereafter, from A– = Cl– to Br–, the oxygen-bond strength does not weaken but instead becomes 

stronger. This is most clearly seen in the series constituted by the complex F2O•••A– between 

an oxygen molecule and a halide ion. Here, DE for the oxygen-bond strength varies along A– = 

F–, Cl–, and Br– with values of –21.9, –9.9, and –11.5 kcal mol–1, respectively (see Table 4.1). 

When the substituent D is varied from D = F to D = Br, the heavier chalcogen bond 

strength (i.e. Ch = S, Se, and Te) changes only slightly (see Table 4.1 and Appendix 4.1). For 

example, along the series from F2Te•••F– to Br2Te•••F–, the tellurium bond strength varies only 

from a DE value of –72.4 to –72.0 kcal mol–1, the tellurium-bond distance rCh•••A decreases in 

value from 2.054 to 2.040 Å, and the stretch DrD¹–Ch increases in value from 0.162 to 0.227 Å. 

An exception to this is again the oxygen bond D2O•••A–, which becomes weaker and longer as 

D is varied from F to Br (see Table 4.1). For example, along the series from F2O•••F– to 

Br2O•••F–, the oxygen-bond strength weakens from a DE value of –21.9 to only –12.9 kcal mol–

1, the oxygen-bond distance rCh•••A increases in value from 1.784 to 2.162 Å, and the stretch 

DrD¹–Ch decreases in value from 0.408 to 0.153 Å. 

 

Bond analyses with variation of Ch 

The strengthening of chalcogen bonds D2Ch•••A–, as Ch varies along O, S, Se, and Te, with no 

change in the donating atom (D) and the accepting halide (A–), is related to the increasing 

electronegativity difference across the D–Ch bonds as Ch descends in the periodic table, which 

is translated into two main effects. Firstly, this causes the Ch atom to become increasingly 

positive along O, S, Se, and Te (see VDD atomic charges in Table 4.2), resulting in a greater 

electrostatic attraction. Secondly, this causes, among other effects that will be explained later, 

the s* D–Ch antibonding 4a' acceptor orbital to have higher amplitude on Ch (see Figure 4.1), 

resulting in stronger HOMO–LUMO orbital interactions. 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic molecular orbital diagram for a) isolated D2Ch fragments at C2v symmetry (blue: 
a1; green: a2; red: b1; black: b2) and b) D2Ch•••A– complexes. The first column in (b) refers to the isolated 
D2Ch fragment and the second column refers to the D2Ch fragment deformed to its Cs symmetric 
geometry in the complex (blue: a'; red: a''), in which one D–Ch bond has been elongated. See Appendix 
4.3 for the 3D isosurfaces of the orbitals. 

 

Table 4.2. Bond lengths (in Å), bond angle (in deg.), VDD charge (in a.u.), orbital energies (in eV) and 
the homolytic bond dissociation energy without ZPE (in kcal mol–1) of isolated D2Ch fragments[a] 

D2Ch rD–Ch Q1 QCh
VDD

 e(1a1) e(3a1) e(1b1) e(2b1) BDED–Ch
[b] 

F2O 1.376 103.7 0.09 –16.6 –2.0 –15.8 –9.6 38.0 
Cl2O 1.681 112.3 –0.06 –13.8 –3.3 –13.2 –8.1 34.9 
Br2O 1.818 114.1 –0.13 –12.6 –3.3 –12.0 –7.7 33.7 
         
F2S 1.586 98.2 0.18 –15.0 –0.7 –14.5 –7.1 92.2 
Cl2S 2.016 103.6 0.12 –12.1 –2.5 –11.4 –7.1 64.0 
Br2S 2.180 103.9 0.04 –11.3 –2.7 –10.5 –7.0 51.4 
         
F2Se 1.730 96.3 0.28 –13.9 –1.6 –13.4 –7.2 87.6 
Cl2Se 2.155 101.1 0.21 –11.6 –2.7 –10.8 –7.0 63.2 
Br2Se 2.312 101.7 0.13 –10.8 –2.8 –10.1 –6.9 50.6 
         
F2Te 1.892 93.9 0.31 –13.0 –2.0 –12.7 –6.6 92.8 
Cl2Te 2.333 98.2 0.29 –11.0 –2.6 –10.3 –6.6 69.3 
Br2Te 2.492 99.1 0.22 –10.3 –2.7 –9.6 –6.4 55.7 

[a] Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P; [b] Energy for the reaction D2Ch ® DCh• + D•. 

 

The trend in bond strength DE is mainly determined by the interaction energy DEint. For 

example, from F2O•••F– to F2Te•••F–, DE is strengthened from –21.9 to –72.4 kcal mol–1 while 

DEint is strengthened from –50.2 to –80.3 kcal mol–1 (see Table 4.1). The trend in DE is further 

enhanced by the strain energy (DEstrain), which becomes less destabilizing from Ch = O to Te. 
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However, the differences are smaller than the differences in DEint. For example, from F2O•••F– 

to F2Te•••F–, DEstrain is weakened by 20.4 kcal mol–1 (from 28.3 to 7.9 kcal mol–1; see Table 

4.1), while DEint becomes 30.1 kcal mol–1 more stable. 

 

 
Figure 4.2. Activation strain (left panel) and energy decomposition (right panel) analyses of F2Ch•••F– 
chalcogen–bonded complexes (green, Ch = O; black, Ch = S; blue, Ch = Se; red, Ch = Te).  

 

To understand the origin of these trends, we have carried out activation strain analyses 

along the entire reaction coordinate z, projected onto the stretch in D1–Ch bond, DrCh–D¹, that 

occurs as the chalcogen-bond accepting A– atom approaches the D2Ch molecule (see 

Theoretical Methods section). The resulting activation strain diagrams (ASD) including EDA 

terms of the interaction are shown for a representative example series, namely, F2O•••F– to 

F2Te•••F–, in Figure 4.2 (for the complete dataset, see Appendix 4.2). Again, the trend in bond 

energy ∆E is mainly determined by DEint(z), which strengthens when going from Ch = O to Te 

(Figure 4.2, left). On the other hand, the DEstrain(z) curves almost coincide. However, the strain 

curves reach a final point at zeq, that is, the equilibrium geometry of the complex; and here the 

strain energy DEstrain(zeq) becomes more destabilizing from Ch = Te to O. Note that the trend 

in strain energies at the equilibrium geometries along the series of F2Ch•••F– complexes (see 

Table 4.1) arises mainly from changes in the steepness of the interaction curves, not from the 

relatively minor variation in the strain curves (see Figure 4.2). Thus, as the F2Ch•••F– 

interaction gets weaker along Ch = Te, Se, S and O, the interaction curve becomes shallower 
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and the balance between strain and interaction curve, i.e., the stationary point of the complex, 

occurs at longer and longer F–Ch distances and, consequently, more destabilizing DEstrain(zeq) 

(see Table 4.1). 

To understand the trends in DEint(z), we further decomposed the DEint into the individual 

energy components (Figure 4.2, right). The electrostatic energy DVelstat(z) is the least stabilizing 

for Ch = O and then strengthens along S, Se, and Te. This can be understood by the increasing 

differences in electronegativity across the D–Ch bonds when going from O to Te, resulting in 

a larger positive charge on Ch. For example, the VDD atomic charge on Ch in F2O, F2S, F2Se, 

and F2Te amounts to +0.09, +0.18, +0.28, and +0.31 a.u., respectively, and becomes even more 

positive as the D1–Ch bond elongates (see Figure 4.3a). Nevertheless, our analyses reveal that 

the chalcogen bonding mechanism is absolutely not purely electrostatic but instead has a 

relatively large covalent component (DEoi), stemming mainly from the HOMO–LUMO 

interaction between the occupied halide npy atomic orbital (AO) and the s* D–Ch antibonding 

4a' acceptor orbital (see Figure 4.1). The associated charge transfer from A– to D2Ch is reflected 

by the DQD2ChVDD, which is negative, i.e., D2Ch gains charge from A– upon complexation, for 

all D2Ch•••A– complexes (see Table 4.1). For example, DQD2ChVDD is –0.37 a.u. for F2O•••F– 

and –0.32 a.u. for F2Te•••F–. The HOMO–LUMO charge transfer nature of the chalcogen bond 

is also clearly reflected by the associated deformation density. This is illustrated by the 3D plots 

of the deformation densities associated with chalcogen-bond formation in F2S•••F– and 

F2Te•••F– (see Figure 4.4). As can be seen, there is charge depletion on the Lewis base F– (and 

in between the Ch•••F– bond due to the Pauli repulsion[10a]) and charge accumulation on D2Ch. 

Note the 3D shape of the regions of charge depletion and accumulation: they reflect the shape 

of the 2p-type lone pair from which the F– Lewis base donates and the s* D–Ch antibonding 

4a' acceptor orbital on D2Ch into which this charge is donated, respectively, in the HOMO–

LUMO interaction. For the chalcogen bonded complexes, the orbital interaction term ranges 

from 37% for F2Te•••F– to as much as 76% for Br2O•••F– of the total bonding interactions (DEoi 

+ DVelstat; see Appendix 4.2). As can be seen in our energy decomposition diagram, the orbital 

interaction curves DEoi(z) become more stabilizing from Ch = O to Te (Figure 4.2, right). The 

stronger orbital interaction for the heavier chalcogens is the result of the larger LUMO–HOMO 

overlap (i.e. á4a'|npyñ; see Figure 4.1 for the MO diagram which shows the npy orbital of A– 

pointing towards the D1–Ch bond of the D2Ch fragment) as Ch becomes more electropositive. 

For example, in the Cl2Ch•••Cl– series, á4a'|npyñ increases from 0.12 to 0.20 to 0.22 to 0.24 

along Ch = O, S, Se, and Te in the equilibrium geometry (see Appendix 4.2). The larger percent 
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contribution of the covalent component on oxygen bonds is simply because the electrostatic 

attraction is relatively weak, caused by the smaller positive charge on O (see Table 4.2). 

 

 
Figure 4.3. Energy of the 4a' orbital (in eV) and the VDD charge on Ch atom (in a.u.) in the neutral 
fragment D2Ch projected onto a) the F1–Ch bond stretch (green, Ch = O; black, Ch = S; blue, Ch = Se; 
red, Ch = Te) and b) the D1–Te bond stretch (black, D = F; blue, D = Cl; red, D = Br). 

 

 
Figure 4.4. Deformation density (Dr(r) = r[D2Ch•••A-](r) – rD2Ch(r) – rA-(r); red = depletion; blue = 
accumulation) plot (a and c) and HOMO–LUMO interaction (b and d) for a representative series of 
D2Ch•••A– chalcogen bonds. 
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Whereas DEoi(z) becomes more stabilizing from Ch = O to Te, it becomes comparable 

in magnitude for all chalcogens in the equilibrium geometry DEoi(zeq). This is a consequence 

of the fact that the F1–Ch bond expansion becomes more pronounced when going from Ch = 

Te to O. The increasing F1–Ch bond expansion causes the s* D–Ch antibonding 4a' acceptor 

orbital (see Figure 4.1a) to drop further in energy for lighter chalcogens, resulting in a smaller 

HOMO–LUMO gap and hence more stabilizing donor–acceptor interactions. This effect can 

be observed in Figure 4.3a, which shows the energies of the s* F–Ch antibonding 4a' acceptor 

orbitals along the reaction coordinate. For Ch = S, Se, and Te, the energy of the s* F–Ch 

antibonding 4a' acceptor orbital converges to an energy value of –3.8 eV as the chalcogen bond 

is formed. For Ch = O, on the other hand, the s* F–O antibonding 4a' acceptor orbital energy 

quickly drops to a value of –6.4 eV, because the overlap between the F and O AOs is more 

sensitive to the D–Ch distance than for the more diffuse AOs of heavier Ch (see Figure 4.5). 

However, it is counteracted by the orbital overlap between the s* D–O antibonding 4a' acceptor 

orbital and the npy donor orbital, which is significantly worse for Ch = O than for other 

chalcogen systems (see Appendix 4.2). 

 

 
Figure 4.5. Orbital overlap between the F1• and F2Ch• open shell fragments in the equilibrium geometries 
(rD¹–Ch, eq) and with the F1–Ch bond stretched by 0.16 Å (rD¹–Ch, eq+0.16Å), computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. 
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Bond analyses with variation of A– 

Our analyses show that the weakening of heavier chalcogen bonds D2Ch•••A– (Ch = S, Se, Te), 

as the accepting group varies from A– = F– to Br–, is directly related to the concomitant 

reduction in electron-donating capacity of the np-type HOMO and thus the Lewis basicity of 

the A– halide.[20] We recall the chalcogen bonds display both an electrostatic component 

(DVelstat) and a covalent component (DEoi). The latter stems mainly from the HOMO–LUMO 

interaction between the occupied halide np atomic orbital (AO) and the s* D–Ch antibonding 

4a' acceptor orbital (see Figure 4.1). Both DVelstat and DEoi are weakened as the halide HOMO 

becomes more diffuse and effectively lower in energy from A– = F– to Br– (see Appendix 

4.2).[20b] Consequently, the interaction energy (DEint) and, thus, the net chalcogen-bond strength 

DE becomes less stabilizing along A– = F– to Br– (see Table 4.1 and Appendix 4.1). This is very 

similar to what was found for hydrogen bonds DH•••A– and heavier halogen bonds DX•••A– 

(X = Cl, Br, I).[9] 

The key to understanding why oxygen bonds D2O•••A– show a more complex, partially 

opposite trend (i.e., the expected weakening from A– = F– to Cl– but thereafter a strengthening 

along A– = Cl– to Br–) is contained in the counteracting effects evolving from D–O bond 

stretching induced in the triatomic D2O molecule as it interacts with the halide A–. Interestingly, 

activation strain analyses reveal, again, that interaction energies recover the original trend in 

total energies, that is, DEint(z) weakens from A– = F– to Br–. This can be seen in Figure 4.6 

which shows the activation strain and energy decomposition diagrams along the reaction 

coordinate z projected onto the stretch DrD¹–Ch for two representative series. Each diagram in 

Figure 4.6 refers to one particular F2O or F2Te molecule forming a chalcogen bonding with A– 

= F–, Cl–, and Br–. The DEstrain curves within each subgraph coincide because they refer to the 

same D–Ch bond in the same triatomic molecule being stretched as the complexation reaction 

progresses. Consequently, the trend A– = F– to Br– in the total F2O•••A– and F2Te•••A– energy 

profiles DE in each subgraph is directly determined by the trend in the corresponding DEint 

curves. 
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Figure 4.6. Activation strain (left panel) and energy decomposition (right panel) analyses of a) F2O•••A– 
and b) F2Te•••A– (black, A– = F–; blue, A– = Cl–; red, A– = Br–). 

 

The reason why the oxygen bonds D2O•••A– do not experience a weakening in DEint 

from A– = F– to Br–, as all other chalcogen bonds, is promoted by a combination of factors: i) 

a weak D–O bond that is easily stretched; ii) a strong interaction with an approaching halide 

A–; and iii) a s* D–Ch antibonding 4a' acceptor orbital that drops in energy, more quickly than 

for other D1–Ch bonds due to a more sensitive overlap between the D1 and O AOs, as the D1–

O bond elongates (see Figures 4.3 and 4.5). The latter generates a stronger driving force for 

D1–Ch stretching in D2Ch•••A– because this deformation enhances the orbital interactions and 

thus DEint. Note that, for D2O•••A–, DEoi is the strongest bonding component and that the ∆Eoi(x) 
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curves directly reflect the electron-donating capacity of the np-type HOMO of the A– halides, 

that is, the DEoi curves become more stabilizing from A– = Br– to F– (see Figure 4.6). Indeed, 

D1–Ch stretching is most pronounced if this bond in the neutral fragment is weaker, that is, for 

the weaker chalcogen bonds (e.g., ca. 38 kcal mol–1 for F–O, ca. 35 kcal mol–1 for Cl–O and 

ca. 34 kcal mol–1 for Br–O; see Table 4.2). In this case, it is able to affect the trend in overall 

bond strength DE. The D1–O stretching in oxygen-bonded complexes is most pronounced in 

the Cl2O•••A– series, along which the Cl1–O stretch DrD¹–Ch varies between 0.5 and 0.9 Å, but 

it is already relevant in the F2O•••A– series in which the F1–O stretch DrCh–D¹ varies between 

0.4 and 0.6 Å from A– = F– to Br– (see Table 4.1). 

We conclude that, in general, chalcogen bonds D2Ch•••A– become weaker along A– = 

F– to Br– because the larger radii and lower np AO energies of the halides lead to weaker 

electrostatic attraction and weaker orbital interactions. The trend in D2O•••A– oxygen bond 

strength is partially inverted, that is, DE becomes more stabilizing along A– = Cl– and Br– 

because of a subtler interplay of factors. Notably, a significant stretching of the relatively weak 

D–O bonds in the D2O•••A– equilibrium structures lowers the s* D–O antibonding 4a' acceptor 

orbital and thus amplifies the donor-acceptor orbital interactions. 

 

Bond analyses with variation of D 

The strength of the heavier chalcogen bonds D2Ch•••A– varies little when going from D = F to 

Br because the Cl–Ch and Br–Ch bonds are significantly weaker than the F–Ch. This allows 

the Cl–Ch and Br–Ch bonds to stretch to a higher extent and, therefore, to have more stabilizing 

electrostatic attraction and orbital interactions. For the oxygen bonds D2O•••A–, the bond 

energy is weakened along the same variation because the D–Ch bond strength are all 

comparable (see Table 4.2). In both cases, the trend in bond strength DE is determined by the 

interaction energy DEint. For example, from F2O•••F– to Br2O•••F–, DEint is weakened from –

50.2 to –17.4 kcal mol-1, respectively, whereas from F2Te•••F– to Br2Te•••F–, the bond energy 

only changes from –80.3 to –81.9 kcal mol–1, respectively (see Table 4.1). The strain energy 

(DEstrain) is not negligible, but it does not offset the trend set by DEint. Our activation strain 

analyses explain the above differences between oxygen and heavier chalcogen bonds (see 

Figure 4.7). 

Starting with some general observations, we find that for oxygen, as well as heavier 

chalcogen bonds, the DEstrain curves are most unfavorable when D = F and gradually become 

less destabilizing as the donating atom is varied along D = F, Cl, and Br (see Figure 4.7). 
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Furthermore, for all D2Ch•••A– complexes, the DEint curves become less stabilizing along D = 

F, Cl, and Br. The resulting energy profiles of D2Ch•••A– depend on the balance between both 

DEstrain and DEint, but the interaction energy curves already show a very similar trend to DE. 

 

 
Figure 4.7. Activation strain (left panel) and energy decomposition (right panel) analyses of a) D2O•••F– 
and b) D2Te•••F– (black, D = F; blue, D = Cl; red, D = Br). 

 

The slope and shape of the DEstrain curves is of course directly related to the D1–Ch bond 

strength of the neutral fragment, which in general becomes stronger as the polarity across the 

D–Ch bond increases[21] (see Table 4.2). From F2Ch to Br2Ch, where Ch is S, Se or Te, the 
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halogen-chalcogen bond strength decreases significantly from a value of ca. 93 to 50 kcal mol–

1 (Table 4.2). The corresponding halogen–oxygen bonds are all much weaker, and variations in 

the homolytic bond dissociation energy (BDE) are also much smaller. From F2O to Br2O, the 

bond strength decreases from 38.0 to 33.7 kcal mol–1. Thus, for the heavier chalcogen-bonded 

complexes, where Ch is S, Se, or Te, the DEstrain curves show a pronounced reduction in slope 

from F2Ch to Br2Ch, which, in the corresponding chalcogen-bonded complexes F2Ch•••A– to 

Br2Ch•••A–, translates into an increasing stretch DrD¹–Ch of the neutral fragment. As the stretch 

DrD¹–Ch becomes larger from equilibrium structures F2Ch•••A– to Br2Ch•••A–, the DEint curves 

have been able to descend further, to lower, more stabilizing energies. This stabilization is, of 

course, related to the DVelstat and DEoi. Note that the electrostatic attraction and orbital 

interaction curves become less stabilizing along D = F, Cl, and Br, but turn out to have 

comparable strength in the equilibrium structures, because the D1–Ch bonds have been 

increasingly stretched in the latter, that is, in Cl2Ch•••A– and Br2Ch•••A–. The bonding 

components DVelstat and DEoi are the most stabilizing for D = F because of the larger difference 

in electronegativity across the D–Ch bonds (vide supra). However, the DEoi is able to further 

stabilize for D = Cl and Br because, in the equilibrium structure of the chalcogen-bonded 

complexes, the Cl–Ch and Br–Ch bonds expand to a higher extent, resulting in a stronger 

stabilization of their s* D–Ch antibonding 4a' acceptor orbitals (see Figure 4.3b). Furthermore, 

the VDD atomic charge on Ch becomes increasingly more positive as the D1–Ch bond expands, 

which translates into more stabilizing DVelstat for D = Cl and Br in the equilibrium geometry. 

The final result is, thus, a comparable stability among heavier chalcogen bonds D2Ch•••A– 

complexes when the substituent D is varied from F to Br. 

 

Chalcogen bonds versus halogen and hydrogen bonds 

Our analyses highlight that chalcogen bonds, halogen bonds, and hydrogen bonds are all similar 

in nature.[9] Each of these bonds in our set of model systems has a significant covalent 

component in addition to electrostatic attraction and can range in strength roughly between –6 

and –70 kcal mol–1 (see Figure 4.8). Chalcogen bonds and halogen bonds have a larger range 

in polarities in D–Ch and D–X than in D–H bonds and are in general stronger than hydrogen 

bonds because of more stabilizing orbital interactions (see Appendix 4.4 for bond energies ∆E 

of a representative series of XB and HB DE computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P). However, 

chalcogen bonds and halogen bonds also have more destabilizing Pauli repulsion because the 

lone-pair HOMO of the Lewis base overlaps with more closed shells, in particular, with the s 

D–Ch bonding 3a' and 2a' FMOs or s D–X bonding FMO with a higher amplitude on Ch and 
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X, respectively, than the amplitude of s D–H bonding FMO has on H (see Figure 4.8; see also 

Ref. 9). Our analyses provide a unified picture for chalcogen bonds, halogen bonds, and 

hydrogen bonds based on quantitative Kohn-Sham molecular orbital theory, which proves that 

these intermolecular interactions cannot be described by a pure and simple electrostatic model. 

 

 
Figure 4.8. Generic molecular orbital diagrams for a) D2Ch•••A– chalcogen bonds, b) DX•••A– 
halogen bonds, and c) DH•••A– hydrogen bonds. 

 

4.4 Conclusion 

Chalcogen bonds in D2Ch•••A– range between 6 and 73 kcal mol–1 in strength, becoming 

stronger as the chalcogen atom becomes more electropositive, along Ch = O, S, Se and Te, and 

also as the halide becomes a stronger Lewis base, along A– = Br–, Cl– and F–. The trend upon 

variation of the substituent along D = F, Cl, Br is less pronounced, as are all trends for the 
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relatively weak oxygen bonds. This follows from our bonding analyses based on relativistic 

density functional theory (DFT) calculations at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. 

Our activation-strain and quantitative Kohn-Sham MO bonding analyses reveal that the 

chalcogen bonds in D2Ch•••A– are similar in nature to halogen bonds in DX•••A– and hydrogen 

bonds in DH•••A– (Ch = O, S, Se, Te; D, X, A = F, Cl, Br). Chalcogen bonds are far from being 

solely electrostatic phenomena. Similar to halogen and hydrogen bonds, chalcogen bonds have 

a sizeable covalent component, ranging up to 80% of the bonding components (DVelstat + DEoi), 

stemming from HOMO–LUMO interactions between the np-type lone pair on the bond 

accepting fragment A– and the LUMO with strong D–Ch �* anti-bonding character on the 

bond donating fragment D2Ch. 

Chalcogen bonds become stronger for heavier Ch because of the greater difference in 

electronegativity across the D–Ch bonds, causing: i) the s* D–Ch antibonding 4a' acceptor 

orbital to have higher amplitude on Ch, enhancing HOMO–LUMO orbital interactions; and ii) 

the Ch to become more positively charged, resulting in greater electrostatic attraction when 

descending in group 16 of the periodic table. The chalcogen bonds also become stronger for 

lighter A– because the electron-donating capacity of the np-type HOMO (i.e. Lewis basicity) 

of the halides increases ascending group 17 in the periodic table. The trends for oxygen bonds, 

as well as along various D, are less pronounced because of counteracting effects or small values 

in bond strength. 
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4.6 Appendices 
 
 
Appendix 4.1. Activation strain analyses (in kcal mol–1) of D2Ch•••A– chalcogen bonds at the 
equilibrium geometries (in Å, deg.).[a] 

D2Ch•••A– rCh•••A rD¹–Ch
 rD²–Ch Q1 Q2 DrD¹–Ch DrD²–Ch DQ1 DE DEstrain DEint 

F2O•••F– 1.784 1.784 1.374 97.6 97.6 0.408 –0.002 –6.1 –21.9 28.3 –50.2 
F2O•••Cl– 2.183 1.778 1.383 98.8 101.3 0.402 0.007 –4.9 –9.9 28.1 –37.9 
F2O•••Br– 2.113 1.958 1.399 98.6 103.4 0.582 0.023 –5.1 –11.5 45.0 –56.5 
            
Cl2O•••F– 1.838 2.181 1.649 104.4 99.5 0.500 –0.032 –7.9 –16.0 24.3 –40.3 
Cl2O•••Cl– 2.172 2.172 1.669 105.5 105.5 0.491 –0.012 –6.6 –6.5 24.5 –31.0 
Cl2O•••Br– 1.966 2.559 1.690 105.7 110.8 0.878 0.009 –6.6 –11.0 46.5 –57.5 
            
Br2O•••F– 2.162 1.971 1.825 106.1 86.6 0.153 0.007 –8.0 –12.9 4.5 –17.4 
Br2O•••Cl– 2.673 1.902 1.839 111.9 94.0 0.084 0.021 –2.2 –6.0 1.5 –7.6 
Br2O•••Br– 2.243 2.243 1.844 108.2 108.2 0.425 0.026 –5.9 –6.2 20.6 –26.7 
            
F2S•••F– 1.813 1.813 1.631 87.0 87.0 0.227 0.045 –11.2 –50.1 16.2 –66.3 
F2S•••Cl– 2.452 1.735 1.617 89.3 88.2 0.149 0.031 –8.9 –23.1 8.5 –31.7 
F2S•••Br– 2.647 1.721 1.614 90.1 88.7 0.135 0.028 –8.1 –19.8 7.1 –26.9 
            
Cl2S•••F– 1.748 2.477 2.051 92.1 93.0 0.461 0.035 –11.5 –53.1 24.5 –77.5 
Cl2S•••Cl– 2.339 2.339 2.048 94.4 94.4 0.323 0.032 –9.2 –25.3 14.8 –40.1 
Cl2S•••Br– 2.506 2.338 2.046 94.9 95.1 0.322 0.030 –8.7 –22.4 14.4 –36.9 
            
Br2S•••F– 1.743 2.667 2.208 92.8 93.9 0.487 0.028 –11.1 –51.7 22.2 –73.9 
Br2S•••Cl– 2.346 2.500 2.207 95.6 95.3 0.320 0.027 –8.3 –24.7 12.2 –36.8 
Br2S•••Br– 2.507 2.507 2.207 96.0 96.0 0.327 0.027 –7.9 –22.3 12.3 –34.6 
            
F2Se•••F– 1.931 1.931 1.773 87.3 87.3 0.201 0.043 –8.9 –62.4 11.4 –73.7 
F2Se•••Cl– 2.495 1.888 1.765 88.6 89.6 0.158 0.035 –7.7 –34.6 7.7 –42.3 
F2Se•••Br– 2.659 1.884 1.764 88.7 89.9 0.154 0.034 –7.6 –30.7 7.4 –38.0 
            
Cl2Se•••F– 1.903 2.504 2.200 93.8 92.5 0.349 0.045 –7.3 –63.6 15.1 –78.6 
Cl2Se•••Cl– 2.438 2.438 2.198 95.3 95.3 0.283 0.043 –5.8 –35.7 10.9 –46.6 
Cl2Se•••Br– 2.600 2.438 2.198 96.0 96.0 0.283 0.043 –5.1 –32.1 10.7 –42.8 
            
Br2Se•••F– 1.902 2.674 2.351 94.7 93.3 0.362 0.039 –7.0 –61.7 13.3 –75.0 
Br2Se•••Cl– 2.440 2.601 2.353 96.4 96.3 0.289 0.041 –5.3 –34.5 9.4 –43.9 
Br2Se•••Br– 2.602 2.602 2.353 97.1 97.1 0.290 0.041 –4.6 –31.2 9.3 –40.5 
            
F2Te•••F– 2.054 2.054 1.930 84.2 84.2 0.162 0.038 –9.7 –72.4 7.9 –80.3 
F2Te•••Cl– 2.608 2.026 1.927 85.2 86.3 0.134 0.035 –8.7 –42.5 5.9 –48.5 
F2Te•••Br– 2.777 2.022 1.926 85.2 86.6 0.130 0.034 –8.7 –38.1 5.6 –43.7 
            
Cl2Te•••F– 2.039 2.618 2.380 90.0 88.5 0.285 0.047 –8.2 –73.3 10.8 –84.1 
Cl2Te•••Cl– 2.582 2.582 2.378 91.4 91.4 0.249 0.045 –6.8 –43.0 8.6 –51.6 
Cl2Te•••Br– 2.745 2.579 2.378 91.4 91.8 0.246 0.045 –6.8 –38.6 8.4 –47.1 
            
Br2Te•••F– 2.040 2.796 2.537 90.8 88.5 0.304 0.045 –8.3 –72.0 9.9 –81.9 
Br2Te•••Cl– 2.582 2.750 2.533 92.5 92.0 0.258 0.041 –6.6 –42.0 7.6 –49.6 
Br2Te•••Br– 2.751 2.751 2.535 92.8 92.8 0.259 0.043 –6.3 –37.7 7.6 –45.3 

[a] Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. 
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Appendix 4.2. Energy decomposition analyses (in kcal mol–1) of D2Ch•••A– chalcogen bonds at the 
equilibrium geometries.[a] 

D2Ch•••A– DEint DVelstat DEPauli DEoi e(4a') á4a'|npyñ á2a'|npyñ á2a''|npxñ Pop4a' Popnpy DQD2Ch
VDD 

F2O•••F– –50.2 –55.3 87.5 –82.4 –6.4 0.12 0.13 0.07 0.48 1.61 –0.37 
F2O•••Cl– –37.9 –43.4 72.6 –67.1 –6.4 0.13 0.13 0.06 0.54 1.53 –0.35 
F2O•••Br– –56.5 –65.3 121.8 –113.0 –7.4 0.14 0.14 0.07 0.79 1.30 –0.48 
            
Cl2O•••F– –40.3 –38.8 79.1 –80.6 –5.7 0.11 0.14 0.04 0.52 1.59 –0.41 
Cl2O•••Cl– –31.0 –39.4 80.0 –71.5 –5.7 0.12 0.15 0.04 0.62 1.53 –0.41 
Cl2O•••Br– –57.5 –94.2 198.8 –162.1 –6.7 0.13 0.15 0.06 1.08 1.13 –0.62 
            
Br2O•••F– –17.4 –11.5 30.5 –36.4 –3.9 0.09 0.11 0.01 0.28 1.77 –0.26 
Br2O•••Cl– –7.6 –7.6 19.9 –19.9 –3.6 0.09 0.09 0.01 0.25 1.88 –0.19 
Br2O•••Br– –26.7 –41.5 89.0 –74.3 –5.1 0.13 0.16 0.04 0.68 1.51 –0.44 
            
F2S•••F– –66.3 –126.5 168.3 –108.1 –3.6 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.33 1.71 –0.35 
F2S•••Cl– –31.7 –56.8 74.5 –49.3 –3.1 0.22 0.16 0.11 0.31 1.73 –0.21 
F2S•••Br– –26.9 –47.2 60.7 –40.4 –2.9 0.22 0.16 0.10 0.29 1.76 –0.19 
            
Cl2S•••F– –77.5 –149.7 222.8 –150.7 –4.7 0.17 0.17 0.14 0.47 1.65 –0.47 
Cl2S•••Cl– –40.1 –72.9 109.9 –77.1 –4.1 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.46 1.63 –0.34 
Cl2S•••Br– –36.9 –64.2 95.4 –68.1 –4.1 0.20 0.19 0.10 0.47 1.65 –0.34 
            
Br2S•••F– –73.9 –148.4 234.2 –159.7 –4.6 0.16 0.14 0.18 0.52 1.64 –0.51 
Br2S•••Cl– –36.8 –69.7 110.9 –78.0 –4.0 0.19 0.20 0.10 0.48 1.64 –0.36 
Br2S•••Br– –34.6 –62.2 97.5 –69.8 –4.1 0.19 0.19 0.09 0.49 1.63 –0.36 
            
F2Se•••F– –73.7 –124.6 136.6 –85.7 –3.8 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.27 1.73 –0.32 
F2Se•••Cl– –42.3 –69.7 79.4 –52.0 –3.5 0.21 0.15 0.12 0.28 1.76 –0.23 
F2Se•••Br– –38.0 –62.1 71.3 –47.2 –3.5 0.22 0.16 0.12 0.29 1.75 –0.22 
            
Cl2Se•••F– –78.6 –132.4 160.1 –106.3 –4.3 0.18 0.16 0.13 0.36 1.69 –0.40 
Cl2Se•••Cl– –46.6 –78.2 99.2 –67.7 –4.0 0.22 0.18 0.11 0.38 1.69 –0.31 
Cl2Se•••Br– –42.8 –70.0 88.6 –61.5 –4.0 0.22 0.18 0.11 0.40 1.68 –0.32 
            
Br2Se•••F– –75.0 –129.4 166.0 –111.6 –4.2 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.39 1.69 –0.43 
Br2Se•••Cl– –43.9 –75.9 101.5 –69.5 –3.9 0.21 0.19 0.11 0.39 1.70 –0.33 
Br2Se•••Br– –40.5 –68.1 90.6 –62.9 –3.9 0.22 0.19 0.10 0.42 1.66 –0.34 
            
F2Te•••F– –80.3 –134.6 132.8 –78.6 –3.8 0.19 0.13 0.15 0.21 1.79 –0.32 
F2Te•••Cl– –48.5 –80.5 85.1 –53.1 –3.7 0.22 0.15 0.14 0.25 1.78 –0.24 
F2Te•••Br– –43.7 –71.7 76.6 –48.6 –3.7 0.23 0.15 0.13 0.26 1.79 –0.24 
            
Cl2Te•••F– –84.1 –140.0 147.9 –92.1 –4.0 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.28 1.77 –0.39 
Cl2Te•••Cl– –51.6 –85.8 96.7 –62.5 –3.8 0.24 0.18 0.13 0.32 1.74 –0.30 
Cl2Te•••Br– –47.1 –77.8 88.4 –57.6 –3.8 0.24 0.18 0.13 0.33 1.75 –0.30 
            
Br2Te•••F– –81.9 –137.3 151.8 –96.4 –3.9 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.30 1.76 –0.41 
Br2Te•••Cl– –49.6 –84.7 99.8 –64.7 –3.7 0.23 0.19 0.13 0.34 1.75 –0.32 
Br2Te•••Br– –45.3 –75.7 88.9 –58.6 –3.7 0.24 0.19 0.12 0.35 1.74 –0.32 

[a] Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P; e(4a') = 4a' orbital energy of the prepared D2Ch fragment (in eV); 
áF|npñ = overlap between the F fragment molecular orbital of the D2Ch fragment and one of the np 
orbitals of the halide A– (see Figure 1 and Figure S1); Pop = Gross population (in electrons) of indicated 
orbital. 
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Appendix 4.3. Schematic FMO and DFT MO isosurfaces (at 0.04 a.u.) for the D2Ch fragment in a) the 
ground state at C2v symmetry and in b) the geometry of the complex at Cs symmetry, computed at ZORA-
M06/QZ4P. 
 
Appendix 4.4. Activation strain and energy decomposition analyses (in kcal mol–1) of DmZ•••A– 
hydrogen bonds, halogen bonds, and chalcogen bonds at the equilibrium geometries.[a] 

DmZ•••A– DE DEstrain DEint DVelstat DEPauli DEoi 
FH•••F– –45.8 22.1 –67.9 –76.2 72.9 –64.6 
       
FF•••F– –30.5 28.0 –58.5 –44.6 84.3 –98.1 
FCl•••F– –52.3 14.0 –66.4 –94.5 124.9 –96.7 
FBr•••F– –62.3 10.0 –72.3 –104.0 113.8 –82.0 
FI•••F– –70.3 6.9 –77.2 –116.9 115.3 –75.7 
       
F2O•••F– –21.9 28.3 –50.2 –55.3 87.5 –82.4 
F2S•••F– –50.1 16.2 –66.3 –126.5 168.3 –108.1 
F2Se•••F– –62.4 11.4 –73.7 –124.6 136.6 –85.7 
F2Te•••F– –72.4 7.9 –80.3 –134.6 132.8 –78.6 
       
FH•••F– [b] –53.0 19.7 –72.8 –76.4 68.8 –65.1 
       
FF•••F– [b] –51.5 23.5 –75.0 –41.0 73.2 –107.1 
FCl•••F– [b] –64.5 11.9 –76.4 –85.5 107.2 –98.1 
FBr•••F– [b] –70.9 8.6 –79.5 –92.3 98.8 –86.0 
FI•••F– [b] –75.0 6.1 –81.1 –103.5 100.0 –77.7 

[a] Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. [b] Computed at ZORA-BP86/TZ2P (from: L. P. Wolters, F. M. 
Bickelhaupt, ChemistryOpen 2012, 1, 96–105). 
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5 | The Pnictogen Bond 
 

Part of this chapter previously appeared as 

 

The Pnictogen Bond: A Quantitative Molecular Orbital Picture 

L. de Azevedo Santos, T. C. Ramalho, T. A. Hamlin, F. Matthias Bickelhaupt 

Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2021, 23, 13842–13852 

 

 
 

Abstract | We have analyzed the structure and stability of archetypal pnictogen-bonded model 
complexes D3Pn•••A– (Pn = N, P, As, Sb; D, A = F, Cl, Br) using state-of-the-art relativistic density 
functional calculations at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. We have accomplished two tasks: (i) to compute accurate 
trends in pnictogen-bond strength based on a set of consistent data; and (ii) to rationalize these trends in 
terms of detailed analyses of the bonding mechanism based on quantitative Kohn-Sham molecular 
orbital (KS-MO) theory in combination with a canonical energy decomposition analyses (EDA) and 
Voronoi deformation density (VDD) analyses of the charge distribution. We have found that pnictogen 
bonds have a significant covalent character stemming from strong HOMO–LUMO interactions between 
the lone pair of A– and the s* of D3Pn. As such, the underlying mechanism of the pnictogen bond is 
similar to that of hydrogen, halogen, and chalcogen bonds. 

 

Keywords | Activation strain model, Pnictogen bonding, Density functional calculations, Energy 
decomposition analysis, Noncovalent Interactions   
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5.1 Introduction 

The term pnictogen for the elements of the nitrogen group (group 15) was first proposed by van 

Arkel in the early 1950s.1 Its etymology derives from the Ancient Greek root pnig (“choke”) 

and is a reference to the Dutch and German names for nitrogen, stikstof and Stickstoff, 

respectively, which literally mean "suffocation substance". The trivalent pnictogen atom of a 

Lewis-acidic pnictogen-bond donor D3Pn (Pn = group 15 atom) can engage in an intermolecular 

interaction, coined pnictogen bond, with a Lewis-basic pnictogen-bond acceptor A–.2 One of 

the first indications of Pn bonding appeared from stacked distibines and dibismuthines in crystal 

structures3a and from intramolecular N•••P contact in hypervalent phosphorus compounds.3b 

Later, weak P•••P interaction was identified via through-space coupling by NMR of 

phosphanyl-ortho-carbaboranes.3c-e Since then, Pn bonding has flourished and emerged as a 

tool for coordination chemistry4 and catalysis.5 The nature of pnictogen bonds (similar to that 

of chalcogen and halogen bonds) is in general considered predominantly electrostatic,6 although 

the bonding mechanism of weak interactions is still on debate.2b,7,8 

In this study, we have computationally analyzed a range of pnictogen-bonded 

D3Pn•••A– complexes (Pn = N, P, As, Sb; D, A = F, Cl, Br; see Scheme 5.1), using relativistic 

density functional theory (DFT) at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. One purpose of our work is to provide 

a set of consistent structural and energy data from which reliable trends can be inferred for a 

wide range of model systems. From these data, we have constructed a unified framework to 

rationalize the nature of pnictogen bonds, chalcogen bonds, halogen bonds, and hydrogen 

bonds, by studying the associated electronic structure and bonding mechanism.8 

 

 

Scheme 5.1. Pnictogen-bonded D3Pn•••A– model complexes (Pn = N, P, As, Sb; D, A = F, Cl, Br). 

 

To this end, the pnictogen atom (Pn), the substituent (D), or the pnictogen bond 

accepting Lewis base (A–) are systematically varied to assess how the geometries and energies 

of our model complexes D3Pn•••A– are affected. Activation strain analyses9 are performed on 

the formation of the pnictogen-bond complexes to understand the origin of the computed trends. 
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As part of these analyses, the underlying bonding mechanism is elucidated in the context of 

Kohn-Sham molecular orbital (MO) theory in combination with a matching energy 

decomposition analysis (EDA) as implemented in the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) 

program.10,11 Our analyses along the entire reaction profile for each of the pnictogen-bond 

complexation reactions demonstrate that pnictogen bonds are not at all purely electrostatic 

phenomena. Instead, they are, to a substantial extent, covalent in nature, very similar to 

chalcogen bonds, halogen bonds, and hydrogen bonds. 

 

5.2 Theoretical Methods 

Computational details 

All calculations were carried out using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) 2017.103 

program.11 The equilibrium geometries and energies of pnictogen-bonded complexes were 

computed at DFT level using the meta-hybrid functional M06.12 A large uncontracted 

relativistically optimized QZ4P Slater type orbitals (STOs) basis set containing diffuse 

functions was used. The QZ4P all-electron basis set.13 no frozen-core approximation, is of 

quadruple-z quality for all atoms and has been augmented with the following sets of 

polarization and diffuse functions: two 3d and two 4f on nitrogen and fluorine, three 3d and two 

4f on phosphorus and chlorine, two 4d and three 4f on arsenic and bromine, one 5d and three 4f 

on antimony and iodine. The molecular density was fitted by the systematically improvable 

Zlm fitting scheme. The scalar relativistic effects were accounted using the zeroth-order regular 

approximation (ZORA) Hamiltonian.14  

 

Analysis of the bonding mechanism 

Insight into the bonding mechanism is obtained through activation strain analyses of the various 

pnictogen bond formation reactions. These complexation reactions are computationally 

modeled by decreasing the distance between A– and the Pn atom of the D3Pn fragment, allowing 

the system to geometrically relax at each point. The D3Pn•••A– distance is increased, starting 

from the equilibrium geometry in the pnictogen-bonded complex (rPn•••A) to a value of 5.300 Å. 

Thus, each analysis starts from an optimized D3Pn•••A– complex, which is then transformed 

into the D3Pn molecule and a halide at a relatively large distance. 

These complexation reactions are analyzed using the activation strain model. The 

activation strain model of chemical reactivity9 is a fragment-based approach to understand the 
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energy profile of a chemical process in terms of the original reactants. Thus, the potential energy 

surface DE(z) is decomposed along the reaction coordinate z (or just at one point along z) into 

the strain energy DEstrain(z), which is associated with the geometrical deformation of the 

individual reactants as the process takes place, plus the actual interaction energy DEint(z) 

between the deformed reactants [Eq. (5.1)]. 

 

DE(z) = DEstrain(z) + DEint(z)                                                                                       (5.1) 

 

In the equilibrium geometry, that is, for z = zeq, this yields an expression for the bond 

energy DE(zeq) = DEstrain + DEint. The PyFrag program was used to facilitate the analyses along 

the reaction coordinate z of the bond formation processes.15 The interaction energy DEint(z) 

between the deformed reactants is further analyzed in the conceptual framework provided by 

the quantitative Kohn-Sham MO model.10 To this end, it is decomposed in three physically 

meaningful terms [Eq. (5.2)] using a quantitative energy decomposition analysis (EDA) as 

implemented in ADF.10,11 

 

DEint(z) = DVelstat(z) + DEPauli(z) +DEoi(z) (5.2) 

 

The usually attractive term DVelstat corresponds to the classical Coulomb interaction 

between the unperturbed charge distributions of the deformed reactants and has four 

components [Eq. (5.3)]: (i) the electrostatic repulsion between the electron densities of 

fragments 1 and 2, DVelstat,r1r2; (ii) the electrostatic attraction between the nucleus of fragment 

1 and the electron density of fragment 2, DVelstat,n1r2; (iii) the electrostatic attraction between the 

electron density of fragment 1 and the nucleus of fragment 2, DVelstat,r1n2; and (iv) the 

electrostatic repulsion between the nuclei of fragments 1 and 2, DVelstat,n1n2. 

 

DVelstat(z) = DVelstat,r1r2(z) + DVelstat,n1r2(z) + DVelstat,r1n2(z) + DVelstat,n1n2(z)               (5.3) 

 

The Pauli repulsion energy (DEPauli) comprises the destabilizing interactions between 

occupied orbitals of one reactant and those of another reactant and is responsible for steric 

repulsion. The orbital-interaction energy (DEoi) accounts for charge transfer, that is, the 
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interaction between occupied orbitals of one fragment and unoccupied orbitals of the other 

fragment, including the interactions of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied MOs 

(HOMO–LUMO), and polarization, that is, empty–occupied orbital mixing on one fragment, 

due to the presence of another fragment. 

The electron density distribution is analyzed using the Voronoi deformation density 

(VDD) method for computing atomic charges.16 The VDD atomic charge on atom X in a 

molecule (QXVDD) is computed as the (numerical) integral of the deformation density in the 

volume of the Voronoi cell of atom X [Eq. (5.4)]. The Voronoi cell of atom X is defined as the 

compartment of space bounded by the bond midplanes on and perpendicular to all bond axes 

between nucleus X and its neighboring nuclei. 

 

QX
VDD	= – - 0ρ(r) – ρpromolecule(r)1 dr

 

Voronoi cell of X

																																																														(5.4) 

 

Here, the deformation density is the difference between r(r), i.e., the electron density 

of the overall molecule or complex, and rpromolecule(r) = SYrY(r), i.e., the superposition of 

spherical average-of-configuration atomic densities rY(r) of each atom Y in the fictitious 

promolecule without chemical interactions, in which all atoms are considered neutral. The 

interpretation of the VDD charge QPnVDD is rather straightforward and transparent: instead of 

measuring the amount of charge associated with a particular atom Pn, QPnVDD directly monitors 

how much charge flows out of (QPnVDD > 0) or into (QPnVDD < 0) the Voronoi cell of atom Pn 

due to chemical interactions. 

The VDD scheme can also be used to directly compute how much charge flows into or 

out of an atomic Voronoi cell X in an overall complex (e.g., [D3Pn•••A]–) relative to two 

(poly)atomic molecular fragments (e.g., D3Pn and A–), instead of spherical atoms, as shown in 

Eq. (5.5). 

 

DQX
VDD	= – - 0ρcomplex(r) – ρfragment 1(r)	– ρfragment 2(r)1 dr

 

Voronoi cell of X in complex

									(5.5) 
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∆QXVDD is a measure of how the atomic charge of atom X changes due to the bonding 

between the fragments. In this work, Eq. (5.5) is used to compute the flow of electrons from 

the halide A– to the pnictogen-bond donating molecule D3Pn (see DQD3PnVDD in Table 5.1). 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

Pnictogen bond strength and structure 

Table 5.1 summarizes the results of our ZORA-M06/QZ4P calculations for a representative 

selection of nitrogen-, phosphorus-, and antimony-bonded model complexes D3Pn•••A–, 

covering D, A = F, Cl, and Br (for the complete dataset see Appendices 5.1 and 5.2). These 

model reactions go with a single-well potential energy surfaces (PES), that is, there is no energy 

barrier separating the reactants from their resulting product. In the cases where D ¹ A, CS 

symmetric complexes with D1–Pn bond lengths different from the Pn•••A– bond and with bond 

angles Q1 ¹ Q2 are formed. For the cases where D = A, C2v symmetric complexes with equal 

bond distances rD¹–Pn = rPn•••A are formed (see Table 5.1).  

The pnictogen bonds D3Pn•••A– become stronger and longer upon descending group 15 

in the periodic table, going from N to Sb. The pnictogen bonds become weaker and longer as 

the accepting halide (A–) goes down group 17, from F– to Br–. The elongation of the bonds 

descending the periodic table originates from the increase in effective size of the atoms 

involved. In the case of the antimony-bonded complexes Br3Sb•••A–, for example, DE weakens 

from a value of –78 kcal mol–1 for A– = F– to –38 kcal mol–1 for A– = Br– (see Table 5.1). The 

associated Sb•••A– bond elongates from around 2.0 Å for A– = F– to around 2.8 Å for A– = Br–

. From A– = F– to Br–, the nitrogen bond in Br3N•••A– weakens from a value of –30 kcal mol–1 

to –7 kcal mol–1. The associated N•••A– bond elongates from a value of around 1.4 Å for A– = 

F– to around 2.3 Å for A– = Br–. The reason behind the trends in stability will be discussed later. 

The strength of the heavier pnictogen bonds D3Pn•••A– are minimally affected upon 

variation of the substituent D. For example, along the series from F3Sb•••F– to Br3Sb•••F–, the 

bond strength varies only from –72.0 to –77.7 kcal mol–1, the antimony bond distance rPn•••A 

decreases slightly from 2.037 to 2.014 Å, and the stretch DrD¹–Pn upon bond formation increases 

from 0.144 to 0.332 Å. The nitrogen bonds D3N•••A– behave differently and become 

significantly stronger and shorter as D is varied from F to Br (see Table 5.1). For example, 

along the series from F3N•••F– to Br3N•••F–, the nitrogen bond strengthens from a DE value of 

–11.8 to –30.2 kcal mol–1, the nitrogen bond distance rPn•••A decreases in value from 1.859 to 
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1.411 Å, and the stretch DrD¹–Pn significantly increases from 0.503 to 1.417 Å. A comprehensive 

analysis of the origin of these trends is provided in the following. 

 
Table 5.1. Activation strain analyses (in kcal mol–1) of a representative set of D3Pn•••A– at the 
equilibrium geometries (in Å, deg.).a 

D3Pn•••A– DE DEstrain DEint DQD3PnVDD rPn•••A DrD¹–Pn DrD²–Pn Q3 DQ1 

F3N•••F– –11.8 32.5 –44.3 –0.30 1.859 0.503 –0.017 170.3 –8.9 
F3N•••Cl– –3.5 0.8 –4.3 –0.01 3.239 0.048 –0.009 168.3 –1.5 
F3N•••Br– –2.9 0.5 –3.5 0.00 3.484 0.040 –0.008 166.8 –1.2 
          
Cl3N•••F– –30.4 55.7 –86.1 –0.65 1.416 1.490 0.001 170.7 –25.7 
Cl3N•••Cl– –5.6 22.9 –28.5 –0.36 2.328 0.575 0.004 146.6 –7.8 
Cl3N•••Br– –6.2 3.5 –9.7 –0.18 2.920 0.149 0.024 145.6 –2.8 
          
Br3N•••F– –30.2 53.2 –83.3 –0.67 1.411 1.417 0.022 165.7 –24.0 
Br3N•••Cl– –8.0 2.0 –10.0 –0.18 2.813 0.111 0.026 149.4 –2.8 
Br3N•••Br– –7.0 17.2 –24.2 –0.44 2.322 0.416 0.066 127.2 –3.1 
          
F3P•••F– –48.9 17.4 –66.4 –0.35 1.753 0.189 0.044 189.4 –10.6 
F3P•••Cl– –16.0 4.4 –20.4 –0.12 2.700 0.083 0.016 183.4 –5.6 
F3P•••Br– –12.9 3.0 –15.9 –0.09 2.982 0.067 0.012 181.6 –4.6 
          
Cl3P•••F– –67.4 31.8 –99.3 –0.52 1.649 0.572 0.048 181.4 –11.8 
Cl3P•••Cl– –25.5 14.4 –39.8 –0.31 2.370 0.315 0.034 174.6 –8.7 
Cl3P•••Br– –20.5 10.7 –31.3 –0.26 2.617 0.263 0.030 172.9 –7.6 
          
Br3P•••F– –71.0 30.2 –101.2 –0.56 1.637 0.647 0.045 175.4 –11.3 
Br3P•••Cl– –28.5 15.4 –43.9 –0.37 2.312 0.382 0.038 172.0 –8.9 
Br3P•••Br– –23.4 11.9 –35.3 –0.32 2.550 0.323 0.034 170.6 –7.9 
          
F3Sb•••F– –72.0 8.8 –80.8 –0.31 2.037 0.144 0.037 193.9 –8.9 
F3Sb•••Cl– –38.9 5.8 –44.7 –0.21 2.643 0.112 0.030 188.3 –7.3 
F3Sb•••Br– –33.6 5.0 –38.7 –0.19 2.840 0.103 0.028 186.7 –6.8 
          
Cl3Sb•••F– –77.1 12.3 –89.4 –0.38 2.017 0.301 0.051 183.7 –7.6 
Cl3Sb•••Cl– –42.7 8.9 –51.7 –0.28 2.592 0.244 0.045 178.4 –6.5 
Cl3Sb•••Br– –37.3 8.0 –45.3 –0.27 2.780 0.229 0.043 177.0 –6.1 
          
Br3Sb•••F– –77.7 11.5 –89.2 –0.41 2.014 0.332 0.049 181.2 –7.2 
Br3Sb•••Cl– –43.5 8.5 –52.0 –0.31 2.580 0.272 0.046 175.6 –6.1 
Br3Sb•••Br– –38.1 7.7 –45.8 –0.30 2.766 0.256 0.045 174.2 –5.8 

a Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. For full set of data, see Appendices 5.1 and 5.2. 
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Bond analyses with variation of Pn 

The pnictogen bond D3Pn•••A– strength DE increases as Pn varies along N, P, As, and Sb, when 

the donating atom (D) and the accepting halide (A–) remains unchanged and the trend in DE is 

mainly set by the interaction energy DEint. For example, from F3N•••F– to F3Sb•••F–, DE is 

strengthened from a value of –11.8 to –72.0 kcal mol–1 and DEint is strengthened from a value 

of –44.3 to –80.8 kcal mol–1 (see Table 5.1). The trend in DE is reinforced by the strain energy 

(DEstrain), which becomes less destabilizing from 32.5 to 8.8 kcal mol–1 along the same series. 

We extend our analysis to the entire reaction coordinate z, projected onto the stretch in D1–Pn 

bond, DrD¹–Pn, that occurs as the pnictogen-bond accepting A– atom approaches the D3Pn 

molecule (see Theoretical Methods section). The activation strain and energy decomposition 

diagrams (ASD and EDD) for a representative example series, namely F3N•••F– to F3Sb•••F–, 

are given in Fig. 5.1 (for the complete dataset, see Appendices 5.1 and 5.2). Notably, the trend 

in bond energy ∆E(z) is in fact determined by DEint(z), which strengthens when going from Pn 

= N to Sb (Fig. 5.1, left), whereas the DEstrain(z) curves are relatively similar. In fact, only in the 

equilibrium geometries, the strain term DEstrain(zeq) become less destabilizing from Pn = N to 

Sb. The reason is that as the interaction curve becomes steeper along the series, it pulls the 

equilibrium geometry [which results from the balance between DEstrain(z) and DEint(z)] to an 

earlier stage along the reaction coordinate, at which the system is less distorted (i.e., less 

expanded F1–Pn bond in the F3Pn fragment) and thus less strained, as reflected by DEstrain(zeq) 

(see Table 5.1). 

To understand the trends in DEint(z), we further decomposed the DEint into the individual 

energy components (Fig. 5.1, right). The strengthening of DEint(z) and, consequently, the 

increasing stabilization of D3Pn•••A– as Pn varies along N, P, As, and Sb, is caused by the rising 

electronegativity difference across the D–Pn bonds as Pn descends in the periodic table. Firstly, 

this causes the Pn atom to become increasingly positive along N, P, As, and Sb (see VDD 

atomic charges in Table 5.2), resulting in the DVelstat(z) curves to be the least stabilizing for Pn 

= N and the most stabilizing for Pn = Sb. For example, the VDD atomic charge on Pn in F3N, 

F3P, F3As, and F3Sb amounts to +0.21, +0.33, +0.51, and +0.57 a.u., respectively. Secondly, 

this causes, among other effects that will be explained later, the s* D–Pn antibonding 5a' 

acceptor orbital to have higher amplitude on Pn (see Fig. 5.2), resulting in stronger HOMO–

LUMO overlap and thus more stabilizing orbital interactions. These features are also observed 

for chalcogen bonds D2Ch•••A–, halogen bonds DX•••A–, and hydrogen bonds DH•••A–, which 

makes them similar to the pnictogen bonds.8 
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Fig. 5.1. Activation strain (left panel) and energy decomposition (right panel) analyses of F3Pn•••F– 
pnictogen-bonded complexes (green, Pn = N; black, Pn = P; blue, Pn = As; red, Pn = Sb). The vertical 
lines indicate the position of the stationary points. 

 
Table 5.2. Bonds lengths (in Å), bond angle (in deg.), VDD charge (in a.u.), orbital energies (in eV) 
and the homolytic bond dissociation energy without ZPE (in kcal mol–1) of isolated D3Pn fragments.a 

D3Pn rD¹–Pn rD²–Pn Q1 Q2 QPnVDD ε(1e1) ε(2a1) ε(3a1) ε(4e1) BDED–Pn[b] 

F3N 1.356 1.356 101.9 101.9 0.21 –18.2 –16.8 –10.3 0.6 59.4 
Cl3N 1.753 1.753 107.7 107.7 0.01 –14.4 –13.0 –8.2 –1.3 35.6 
Br3N 1.906 1.906 108.5 108.5 –0.09 –13.1 –11.8 –7.6 –1.4 30.2 
           
F3P 1.564 1.564 97.5 97.5 0.33 –16.1 –15.1 –9.3 –0.5 133.6 
Cl3P 2.055 2.055 100.4 100.4 0.32 –12.8 –11.7 –8.3 –1.4 79.0 
Br3P 2.227 2.227 100.9 100.9 0.25 –11.8 –10.8 –7.9 –1.7 60.8 
           
F3As 1.717 1.717 95.8 95.8 0.51 –14.7 –13.8 –10.1 –1.3 116.4 
Cl3As 2.179 2.179 99.1 99.1 0.44 –12.2 –11.2 –8.7 –1.7 76.4 
Br3As 2.342 2.342 99.7 99.7 0.37 –11.3 –10.4 –8.1 –1.9 59.7 
           
F3Sb 1.893 1.893 94.3 94.3 0.57 –13.5 –12.8 –9.7 –1.9 117.9 
Cl3Sb 2.348 2.348 97.0 97.0 0.55 –11.5 –10.6 –8.5 –2.1 82.8 
Br3Sb 2.510 2.510 97.7 97.7 0.49 –10.7 –9.9 –8.0 –2.2 66.2 

a Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P; [b] Energy for the reaction D3Pn ® D2Pn• + D•. 
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Fig. 5.2. Schematic molecular orbital diagram for (a) isolated D3Pn fragments at C3v symmetry (red: a1; 
green: a2; blue: e1:1; black: e1:2) and (b) D3Pn•••A– complexes. The first column in (b) refers to the isolated 
D3Pn fragment and the second column refers to the D3Pn fragment deformed to its Cs symmetric 
geometry in the complex (blue: a'; red: a''), in which one D–Pn bond has been elongated. See Appendix 
5.3 for computed 3D isosurfaces of the orbitals. 

 

Our analyses reveal that the pnictogen bonding mechanism is not purely electrostatic 

but, instead, has a relatively large covalent component (DEoi), stemming mainly from the 

HOMO–LUMO interaction between the occupied halide npy atomic orbital (AO) and the s* 

D–Pn antibonding 5a' acceptor orbital (see Fig. 5.2). For the pnictogen-bonded complexes, the 

orbital-interaction term ranges from 34% for F3Sb•••F– to as much as 65% for Br3N•••Cl– of 

the total bonding interactions (DEoi + DVelstat; see Appendix 5.2), and the orbital interaction 

curves DEoi(z) become more stabilizing from Pn = N to Sb (Fig. 5.1, right). The stronger orbital 

interaction for the heavier pnictogens is the result of the larger LUMO–HOMO overlap (i.e. 

á5a' | npyñ; see Fig. 5.2 for the MO diagram that depicts the npy orbital of A– oriented towards 

the D1–Pn bond of the D3Pn fragment) as Pn becomes more electropositive. For example, in the 

Cl3Pn•••Cl– series, á5a' | npyñ increases from 0.11 to 0.20 to 0.21 to 0.22 along Pn = N, P, As, 

and Sb in the equilibrium geometry (see Appendix 5.2). The associated charge transfer from A– 

to D3Pn is reflected by the VDD charge of the D3Pn fragment in the complex, DQD3PnVDD, which 

is negative (see Table 5.1). Thus, D3Pn gains charge from A– upon complexation, for all 

D3Pn•••A– complexes. For example, DQD3PnVDD is –0.30 a.u. for F3N•••F– and –0.31 a.u. for 

F3Sb•••F–. The HOMO–LUMO charge transfer nature of the pnictogen bond is also reflected 

by the 3D plots of the deformation densities associated with pnictogen-bond formation in 

F3P•••F– and F3Sb•••F– (see Fig. 5.3). Note the charge depletion in the region of the HOMO on 
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the Lewis base F– (and in between the Pn•••F– bond due to the Pauli repulsion10a) and the charge 

accumulation in the region of the LUMO on D3Pn. 

 

 
Fig. 5.3. Deformation density (Dr(r) = r[D3Pn•••A-](r) – rD3Pn(r) – rA-(r); red = depletion; blue = 
accumulation) plot (a and c) and HOMO–LUMO interaction (b and d) for a representative series of 
D3Pn•••A– pnictogen bonds. 

 

The DEoi(z) curves become more stabilizing if one goes from nitrogen to the heavier 

pnictogen bonds but, interestingly, the orbital interaction DEoi(zeq) at the stationary point of the 

complex turns out to be comparable in magnitude for all pnictogens (see Appendix 5.2). The 

reason is the significantly more pronounced stretch in the F1–Pn bond for Pn = N than for the 

heavier pnictogens. This phenomenon causes DEoi(zeq) for nitrogen to occur at a later point at 

which the intrinsically less stabilizing DEoi(z) curve has achieved a more stabilizing value that, 

as mentioned above, is comparabel to the value of the other pnictigen bonds that do not feature 

this strong F1–Pn bond stretch. 

The reason that the F1–Pn streches more for Pn = N than for the heavier pnictogens is 

its lower polarity and thus weaker bond strength (see Table 5.2) which translates into less strain 

when it streches upon complexation with the lewis base (see Fig. 5.1). Thus, as the F1–Pn bond 

in the F3Pn•••F– complexes expands most, the s* D–Pn antibonding 5a' acceptor orbital drops 

significantly in energy and, due to a smaller HOMO–LUMO gap, enters into a more stabilizing 

donor–acceptor orbital interaction DEoi(zeq) (see Fig 5.2b). This effect can be observed in Fig. 

4a, which shows the energies of the s* F–Pn antibonding 5a' acceptor orbitals, as well as the 

VDD atomic charge on Pn in the F3Pn fragments, along the reaction coordinate. The F1–Pn 

bond in the F3Pn•••F– complexes expands less from Pn = N to Sb and leads to a smaller 
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stabilization of the s* D–Pn antibonding 5a' acceptor orbital and the decrease in HOMO–

LUMO gap becomes smaller from Pn = N to Sb, resulting in less stabilization by orbital 

interactions. For example, for Pn = Sb, the energy of the s* F–Sb antibonding 5a' acceptor 

orbital is up to –3.0 eV in F3Sb at the equilibrium geometry of the F3Sb•••F– complex. Due to 

the weaker F–N bond compared to the F–Sb (e.g. BDEF–N = 59.4 kcal mol–1 and BDEF–Sb = 

117.9 kcal mol–1; see Table 5.2), the F1–N bond expands to higher extent and the s* F–N 

antibonding 5a' acceptor orbital quickly drops to a value of –5.1 eV. 

Nevertheless, the nitrogen-bonded complexes remain the weakest as the high 

stabilization of the s* F–N antibonding 5a' acceptor orbital is counteracted by its poor orbital 

overlap with the npy donor orbital due to the absence of radial nodes in and, thus, the very 

compact nature of, the nitrogen 2p valence AOs (see Appendix 5.2). 

In addition, note that, as the F1–Pn bond in the F3Pn•••F– complexes expands, the 

pnictogen atom in the D3Pn fragment becomes more positive (Fig. 5.4a), resulting in a more 

stabilizing electrostatic DVelstat(zeq) (see Appendix 5.2). However, the significant expansion of 

the F1–N bond is not enough to make the highly electronegative N atom as positive as the 

heavier pnictogens, making the nitrogen-bonded complexes to be also the least stabilized by 

electrostatic attraction. 

 

 
Fig. 5.4. Energy of the 5a' orbital (in eV) and the VDD charge on Pn atom (in a.u.) in the neutral 
fragment D3Pn projected onto (a) the F1–Pn bond stretch (green, Pn = N; black, Pn = P; blue, Pn = As; 
red, Pn = Sb) and (b) the D1–Sb bond stretch (black, D = F; blue, D = Cl; red, D = Br). 
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Bond analyses with variation of A– 

Our analyses show that the pnictogen bonds D3Pn•••A– become weaker as the Lewis basicity 

of the A– halide decreases from F– to Br–.17 Again, this is equivalent to what was found for 

chalcogen bonds D2Ch•••A–, halogen bonds DX•••A–, and hydrogen bonds DH⋅⋅⋅A–.8 As 

aforementioned, pnictogen bonds have both an electrostatic component (DVelstat) and a covalent 

component (DEoi) stemming mainly from the HOMO–LUMO interaction between the occupied 

halide np atomic orbital (AO) and the s* D–Pn antibonding 5a' acceptor orbital, shown 

schematically in Fig. 5.2. The electron-donating capacity of the halides is reduced as the halide 

np AOs become more diffuse and lower in energy from A– = F– to Br–, thus, weakening DEoi.8,17b 

This will also result in longer bonds and weaker electrostatic attraction. As a result, the 

interaction energy (DEint) and, thus, the net pnictogen-bond strength DE becomes less stabilizing 

along A– = F– to Br– (see Table 5.1 and Appendix 5.1).  

Activation strain analyses reveal that the trend A– = F– to Br– in the total energies DE(z) 

is directly determined by the trend in the corresponding interaction energies, that is, DEint(z) 

weakens from A– = F– to Br–. This is nicely seen at the left diagrams in Fig. 5.5, that shows the 

formation of the pnictogen bonds D3Pn•••A–, with A– = F–, Cl–, and Br–, for a presentative series 

of F3N and F3Sb molecules. Note that the DEstrain curves coincide (because they stem from the 

same molecule with the same F–N bond being stretched as the complexation reaction 

progresses) and, thus, do not affect the trends in DE(z). For the nitrogen bonds involving the 

Lewis bases A– = Cl– and Br–, the bond strength is particularly weak because the interaction is 

too weak to significantly stretch the D1–N bonds. Consequently, the D3N fragment achieves a 

much weaker the electron-accepting capacity in this less distorted equilibrium geometry and so 

the eventual interaction and bond energy becomes relatively weak (see Fig. 5.5a). 

The trend in DEint(z) is again dictated by the bonding components DVelstat and DEoi. This 

can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 5.5 which shows that both DVelstat(z) and DEoi(z) become 

more stabilizing from A– = F– to Br–. The key to understand these trends is of course related to 

the factors that enhance the strength of the bonding components and, thus, DEint. Firstly, an 

approaching halide A– with higher lying HOMO and, secondly, a weak D–Pn bond that is easily 

stretched resulting in a s* D–Pn antibonding 5a' acceptor orbital that quickly drops in energy 

as the D1–Pn bond elongates (see Fig. 5.4). These factors are the driving force for D1–Pn 

stretching in D3Pn•••A– since they generate stronger orbital interactions and, therefore, stronger 

pnictogen bonds. For F3N⋅⋅⋅A–, the 5a' acceptor orbital energy in the equilibrium geometry of 

the complex adopts significantly lower values for weaker Lewis bases (A– = Cl– or Br–) than 
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Fig. 5.5. Activation strain (left panel) and energy decomposition (right panel) analyses of (a) F3N•••A– 
and (b) F3Sb•••A– (black, A– = F–; blue, A– = Cl–; red, A– = Br–). The vertical lines indicate the position 
of the stationary points. 

 

for A– = F– (i.e., –5.1 eV for A– = F–, –0.2 eV for A– = Cl–, and –0.1 eV for A– = Br–; see 

Appendix 5.2). Indeed, D1–Pn stretching is most pronounced if this bond in the neutral fragment 

is weaker (e.g., ca. 59 kcal mol–1 for F–N, ca. 35 kcal mol–1 for Cl–N, and ca. 30 kcal mol–1 for 

Br–N; see Table 5.2). For example, the D1–N stretching in nitrogen-bonded complexes is longer 

in Br3N•••F–, which DrD¹–Pn is 1.4 Å, and less pronounced in F3N•••F–, which DrD¹–Pn is 0.5 Å 

(see Table 5.1). As result, the bonding components, DVelstat and DEoi, become significantly 

stronger, up to –300 kcal mol–1, in the Cl3N•••A– and the Br3N•••A– series. However, the 
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bonding components are significantly weakened to ca. –60 kcal mol–1 for weaker Lewis bases, 

in which cases DrD¹–Pn varies between only 0.04 and 0.6 Å (see Table 5.1). 

 

Bond analyses with variation of D 

The strength of the heavier D3Pn•••A– pnictogen bonds (Pn = P, As, Sb) slightly strengthens 

when the substituent D varies from F to Br. Based on the purely electrostatic picture of the s-

hole model, one might expect just the opposite, that is, a weakening of the pnictogen bond in 

D3Pn•••A– as D varies from F to Br due to a decrease in the positive molecular electrostatic 

potential of the s-hole at the Pn atom in the D3Pn fragment (VS,max).6a,18 This apparent 

discrepeny from the s-hole model is traced to the trend that D–Pn bonds become weaker along 

F–Pn, Cl–Pn and Br–Pn (see Table 5.2). And the weaker the D–Pn bonds, the more they 

elongate in the eventual equilibrium geometry of the corresponding D3Pn•••A– complex. 

Therefore, the latter is reached at a later stage along the reaction coordinate DrD¹–Pn. A 

consequence of this D–Pn bond elongation is a more electropositive Pn atom and a lower energy 

of the s* D–Pn antibonding 5a' acceptor orbital due to a reduction in antibonding character (see 

Fig. 5.4b). This situation translates into more stabilizing DVelstat(z) and DEoi(z) curves as D 

varies from F to Cl to Br (see Fig. 5.6, right). For the D3N•••A– nitrogen bonds, these effects 

are most pronounced because the D–N bonds in D3N are the weakest halogen–pnictogen bonds. 

Thus, stronger D3N•••A– complexes with a more pronounced D–N stretch occur if we go from 

F3N to Cl3N and Br3N.  

In the following, we exemplify the above with a few concrete examples. For the heavier 

pnictogen bonds (Pn = P, As, Sb), we find that the trend in bond energy curves DE(z) is set by 

the interaction energy curves DEint(z), that is, it becomes less stabilizing along D = F, Cl, and 

Br. However, as the D1–Pn bond expands more for D = Cl and Br compared to D = F, both the 

DE(zeq) and DEint(zeq) in the equilibrium geometry are slightly more stabilizing for D = Cl and 

Br. This trend in the interaction energy curves DEint(z) is a direct consequence of the 

electrostatic attraction DVelstat and orbital interactions DEoi. The curves for the bonding 

components DVelstat(z) and DEoi(z) are the most stabilizing for D = F because of the larger 

difference in electronegativity across the D–Pn bonds (vide supra). Nevertheless, the Cl–Pn and 

Br–Pn bonds are substantially weaker than the associated F–Pn bond (e.g. BDEF–Sb = 117.9 kcal 

mol–1, BDECl–Sb = 82.8 kcal mol–1, and BDEBr–Sb = 66.2 kcal mol–1; see Table 5.2), and the Cl–

Pn and Br–Pn bonds expand to a greater degree. Consequently, the DEoi(z) becomes more 

stabilizing for D = Cl and Br because the s* D–Pn antibonding 5a' acceptor orbital is strongly 
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stabilized and can engage in stronger donor–acceptor interactions with np-type lone pair 

HOMO on A– (see Fig. 5.4b). In parallel, the VDD atomic charge on Pn becomes increasingly 

more positive as the D1–Pn bond expands (see Fig. 5.4b), which translates into more stabilizing 

DVelstat(z) for D = Cl and Br. This results in the slight strengthening of DVelstat(zeq) and DEoi(zeq), 

and thus DEint(zeq), in the equilibrium geometry along D = F, Cl, Br. 

 

 
Fig. 5.6. Activation strain (left panel) and energy decomposition (right panel) analyses of (a) D3N•••F– 
and (b) D3Sb•••F– (black, D = F; blue, D = Cl; red, D = Br). The vertical lines indicate the position of 
the stationary points. 
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The D3N•••A– complexes, on the other hand, show on somewhat deviating behavior as 

compared to the heavier pnictogen bonding complexes exemplified above. Thus, for the 

D3N•••A– complexes, DE(z) becomes significantly more stabilizing along D = F, Cl, and Br 

instead of remaining relatively constant. This is because the D1–N bonds are all much weaker 

(e.g. BDEF–N = 59.4 kcal mol–1, BDECl–N = 35.6 kcal mol–1, and BDEBr–N = 30.2 kcal mol–1; see 

Table 5.2), and the stretch DrD¹–Pn for all nitrogen-bonded complexes is much more pronounced, 

that is, the complexes occur later in the reaction coordinate. For example, the D1–N stretch has 

variation between 0.5 and 1.4 Å in D3N•••F–, whereas the D1–Sb stretch varies only between 

0.1 and 0.3 Å in D3Sb•••F– from D = F to Br (see Table 5.1). As result, D3N•••A– complexes 

show more significant streghtening of DVelstat(zeq) and DEoi(zeq) along D = F to Br in the 

equilibrium geometries, and, therefore, a significant increase in stability along the same series. 

 

Comparison of pnictogen-, chalcogen-, halogen-, and hydrogen bonds 

Our analyses highlight that pnictogen bonds share strong similarities with the corresponding 

chalcogen bonds (ChB), halogen bonds (XB), and hydrogen bonds (HB).8 We find that these 

bonds have considerable covalency on top of electrostatic attraction and can range in strength 

roughly between –3 and –78 kcal mol–1 (see Fig. 5.7). The contribution of the covalent 

component DEoi to the total bonding components (DVelstat + DEoi) is up to 97%, 76%, and 65% 

for XB, ChB, and PnB, respectively, whereas it is up to 66% for HB.8a,b The same bonding 

mechanism with a substantial covalent component is also observed for the archetypal DM•••A– 

alkali- and coinage-metal bonds (MB) that have even more pronounced polarization in the D–

M bonds.8c  

Our findings consolidate earlier work and support the charge-transfer character of 

pnictogen bonds by providing a causal bonding mechanism.2b,7 The PnB, ChB, and XB are 

generally stronger than HB due to more stabilizing orbital interactions (see Appendix 5.4 for 

bond energies ∆E of a representative series of ChB, XB, and HB). On the other hand, hydrogen 

bonds have less destabilizing Pauli repulsion because of the absent amplitude that the higher-

lying D–H FMOs have on H (therefore left out in Fig. 5.7). Our analyses also show that PnB, 

ChB, and XB, but also MB, have even stronger electrostatic attraction than HB.8a,b Note that 

this cannot be straightforwardly explained by the s-hole model which, based on hydrogen 

having the highest VS,max, erroneously suggests that HB should have the stronger electrostatic 

attraction.6  
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Fig. 5.7. Generic molecular orbital diagrams for (a) D3Pn•••A– pnictogen bonds, (b) D2Ch•••A– 
chalcogen bonds, (c) DX•••A– halogen bonds, and (d) DH•••A– hydrogen bonds. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

Pnictogen bonds in D3Pn•••A– range between 3 and 78 kcal mol–1 in strength, becoming 

stronger as the pnictogen atom becomes more electropositive, along Pn = N, P, As and Sb, and 

as the halide becomes a stronger Lewis base, along A– = Br–, Cl– and F–. The trend upon 

variation of the substituent along D = F, Cl, Br is less pronounced, as are all trends for the 

relatively weak nitrogen bonds. This follows from our bonding analyses based on relativistic 

density functional theory. 

Our activation-strain and quantitative Kohn-Sham MO bonding analyses reveal that the 

pnictogen bonds in D3Pn•••A– have a considerable covalent component DEoi, ranging from 34% 

to 65% of the bonding components (DVelstat + DEoi), stemming from HOMO–LUMO 

interactions between the np-type lone pair HOMO on A– and the s* D–Pn antibonding LUMO 
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on D3Pn. The D3Pn•••A– pnictogen bond becomes stronger as Pn descends in the periodic table 

along N, P, As and Sb. One reason is the increasing polarization towards Pn of the s* LUMO 

and the associated increase in LUMO–HOMO overlap with A– (along P, As, and Sb this trend 

is reinforced by the drop in s* LUMO energy). Another reason is the higher positive charge on 

Pn which goes with more stabilizing electrostatic interactions with the Lewis base.  

Finally, it appears that pnictogen bonds in D3Pn•••A– are similar in nature to chalcogen 

bonds in D2Ch•••A–, halogen bonds in DX•••A–, and hydrogen bonds in DH•••A– (Pn = N, P, 

As, Sb; Ch = O, S, Se, Te; D, X, A = F, Cl, Br). Our work constitutes a unified picture of all 

these interactions which appear to be far from solely electrostatic phenomena. We conclude 

that the often-used designation of "noncovalent interactions" for these types of bonds is not 

consistent with their significant covalent nature. Instead of this term, we propose to refer to 

such bonds as (weak or strong) intermolecular interactions. 
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5.6 Appendices 
 
 
Appendix 5.1. Activation strain analyses (in kcal mol–1) of D3Pn•••A– pnictogen bonds at the 
equilibrium geometries (in Å, deg.).a 

D3Pn•••A– DE DEstrain DEint rPn⋅⋅⋅A
– rPn–D

1 rPn–D
2 DrPn–D

1 DrPn–D
2 Q1 Q2 Q3 DQ1 DQ2 

F3N•••F– –11.8 32.5 –44.3 1.859 1.859 1.339 0.503 –0.017 93.0 102.4 170.3 –8.9 0.5 
F3N•••Cl– –3.5 0.8 –4.3 3.239 1.404 1.347 0.048 –0.009 100.4 102.3 168.3 –1.5 0.4 
F3N⋅⋅⋅Br– –2.9 0.5 –3.5 3.484 1.396 1.348 0.040 –0.008 100.7 102.2 166.8 –1.2 0.3 
              
Cl3N•••F– –30.4 55.7 –86.1 1.416 3.243 1.754 1.490 0.001 82.0 108.1 170.7 –25.7 0.4 
Cl3N•••Cl– –5.6 22.9 –28.5 2.328 2.328 1.757 0.575 0.004 99.9 106.9 146.6 –7.8 –0.8 
Cl3N•••Br– –6.2 3.5 –9.7 2.920 1.902 1.777 0.149 0.024 104.9 106.8 145.6 –2.8 –0.9 
              
Br3N•••F– –30.2 53.2 –83.3 1.411 3.323 1.928 1.417 0.022 84.5 108.5 165.7 –24.0 0.0 
Br3N•••Cl– –8.0 2.0 –10.0 2.813 2.017 1.932 0.111 0.026 105.7 107.7 149.4 –2.8 –0.8 
Br3N•••Br– –7.0 17.2 –24.2 2.322 2.322 1.972 0.416 0.066 105.4 106.8 127.2 –3.1 –1.7 
              
F3P•••F– –48.9 17.4 –66.4 1.753 1.753 1.608 0.189 0.044 86.9 98.7 189.4 –10.6 1.2 
F3P•••Cl– –16.0 4.4 –20.4 2.700 1.647 1.580 0.083 0.016 91.9 97.8 183.4 –5.6 0.3 
F3P•••Br– –12.9 3.0 –15.9 2.982 1.631 1.576 0.067 0.012 92.9 97.7 181.6 –4.6 0.2 
              
Cl3P•••F– –67.4 31.8 –99.3 1.649 2.627 2.103 0.572 0.048 88.6 100.2 181.4 –11.8 –0.2 
Cl3P•••Cl– –25.5 14.4 –39.8 2.370 2.370 2.089 0.315 0.034 91.7 100.1 174.6 –8.7 –0.3 
Cl3P•••Br– –20.5 10.7 –31.3 2.617 2.318 2.085 0.263 0.030 92.8 100.1 172.9 –7.6 –0.3 
              
Br3P•••F– –71.0 30.2 –101.2 1.637 2.874 2.272 0.647 0.045 89.6 100.3 175.4 –11.3 –0.6 
Br3P•••Cl– –28.5 15.4 –43.9 2.312 2.609 2.265 0.382 0.038 92.0 100.2 172.0 –8.9 –0.7 
Br3P•••Br– –23.4 11.9 –35.3 2.550 2.550 2.261 0.323 0.034 93.0 100.2 170.6 –7.9 –0.7 
              
F3As•••F– –61.0 12.6 –73.6 1.900 1.900 1.757 0.183 0.040 87.1 97.2 188.7 –8.7 1.4 
F3As•••Cl– –28.7 6.1 –34.9 2.595 1.836 1.744 0.119 0.027 89.5 95.8 182.3 –6.3 0.0 
F3As•••Br– –24.2 4.8 –29.0 2.820 1.820 1.741 0.103 0.024 90.2 95.6 180.4 –5.6 –0.2 
              
Cl3As•••F– –70.0 18.7 –88.7 1.850 2.585 2.229 0.406 0.050 91.6 98.7 175.7 –7.5 –0.4 
Cl3As•••Cl– –35.1 11.3 –46.4 2.465 2.465 2.223 0.286 0.044 93.4 98.2 169.7 –5.7 –0.9 
Cl3As•••Br– –30.1 9.6 –39.7 2.668 2.437 2.220 0.258 0.041 93.9 98.2 167.9 –5.2 –0.9 
              
Br3As•••F– –71.5 17.3 –88.8 1.843 2.789 2.391 0.447 0.049 93.0 99.1 172.0 –6.7 –0.6 
Br3As•••Cl– –37.0 10.7 –47.6 2.438 2.663 2.389 0.321 0.047 94.7 98.6 165.7 –5.0 –1.1 
Br3As•••Br– –32.0 9.2 –41.2 2.634 2.634 2.387 0.292 0.045 95.2 98.6 164.0 –4.5 –1.1 
              
F3Sb•••F– –72.0 8.8 –80.8 2.037 2.037 1.930 0.144 0.037 85.4 97.0 193.9 –8.9 2.7 
F3Sb•••Cl– –38.9 5.8 –44.7 2.643 2.005 1.923 0.112 0.030 87.0 95.1 188.3 –7.3 0.8 
F3Sb•••Br– –33.6 5.0 –38.7 2.840 1.996 1.921 0.103 0.028 87.5 94.8 186.7 –6.8 0.5 
              
Cl3Sb•••F– –77.1 12.3 –89.4 2.017 2.649 2.399 0.301 0.051 89.4 97.6 183.7 –7.6 0.6 
Cl3Sb•••Cl– –42.7 8.9 –51.7 2.592 2.592 2.393 0.244 0.045 90.5 96.7 178.4 –6.5 –0.3 
Cl3Sb•••Br– –37.3 8.0 –45.3 2.780 2.577 2.391 0.229 0.043 90.9 96.6 177.0 –6.1 –0.4 
              
Br3Sb•••F– –77.7 11.5 –89.2 2.014 2.842 2.559 0.332 0.049 90.5 98.0 181.2 –7.2 0.3 
Br3Sb•••Cl– –43.5 8.5 –52.0 2.580 2.782 2.556 0.272 0.046 91.6 97.2 175.6 –6.1 –0.5 
Br3Sb•••Br– –38.1 7.7 –45.8 2.766 2.766 2.555 0.256 0.045 91.9 97.0 174.2 –5.8 –0.7 

a Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. 
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Appendix 5.2. Energy decomposition analyses (in kcal mol–1) of D3Pn•••A– pnictogen bonds at the 
equilibrium geometries.a 

D3Pn•••A– DEint DVelstat DEPauli ∆Eoi ε(5a') á5a'|npyñ á4a'|npyñ Pop5a' Popnpy DQD3Pn
VDD 

F3N•••F– –44.3 –66.9 89.6 –67.0 –5.1 0.12 0.05 0.40 1.68 –0.30 
F3N•••Cl– –4.3 –5.8 4.5 –3.1 –0.2 0.10 0.05 0.02 1.99 –0.01 
F3N⋅⋅⋅Br– –3.5 –4.7 3.5 –2.3 –0.1 0.10 0.04 0.02 2.00 0.00 
           
Cl3N•••F– –86.1 –208.3 431.6 –309.5 –6.5 0.13 0.08 1.24 1.34 –0.65 
Cl3N•••Cl– –28.5 –41.8 69.2 –55.9 –5.2 0.11 0.06 0.54 1.59 –0.36 
Cl3N•••Br– –9.7 –11.9 18.8 –16.7 –3.7 0.09 0.03 0.26 1.75 –0.18 
           
Br3N•••F– –83.3 –204.1 439.6 –318.8 –6.0 0.12 0.07 1.25 1.38 –0.67 
Br3N•••Cl– –10.0 –10.3 19.2 –18.9 –3.6 0.08 0.04 0.23 1.86 –0.18 
Br3N•••Br– –24.2 –51.1 95.0 –68.1 –4.6 0.12 0.08 0.67 1.60 –0.44 
           
F3P•••F– –66.4 –167.7 221.7 –120.3 –2.1 0.15 0.19 0.28 1.75 –0.35 
F3P•••Cl– –20.4 –40.4 46.0 –25.9 –1.2 0.22 0.17 0.17 1.87 –0.12 
F3P•••Br– –15.9 –29.1 30.7 –17.4 –1.1 0.25 0.16 0.18 1.81 –0.09 
           
Cl3P•••F– –99.3 –222.6 312.1 –188.7 –4.1 0.16 0.13 0.48 1.70 –0.52 
Cl3P•••Cl– –39.8 –84.8 119.2 –74.2 –3.1 0.20 0.12 0.40 1.73 –0.31 
Cl3P•••Br– –31.3 –64.2 86.5 –53.6 –2.9 0.20 0.08 0.36 1.75 –0.26 
           
Br3P•••F– –101.2 –228.4 331.2 –204.1 –4.2 0.15 0.12 0.53 1.69 –0.56 
Br3P•••Cl– –43.9 –95.9 141.9 –89.8 –3.4 0.19 0.13 0.45 1.72 –0.37 
Br3P•••Br– –35.3 –73.7 104.8 –66.5 –3.2 0.20 0.12 0.42 1.72 –0.32 
           
F3As•••F– –73.6 –145.4 158.0 –86.2 –2.6 0.15 0.15 0.23 1.77 –0.30 
F3As•••Cl– –34.9 –64.4 67.6 –38.1 –2.2 0.21 0.16 0.20 1.84 –0.17 
F3As•••Br– –29.0 –52.1 52.8 –29.7 –2.1 0.22 0.16 0.18 1.85 –0.14 
           
Cl3As•••F– –88.7 –166.5 194.3 –116.5 –3.7 0.16 0.11 0.34 1.74 –0.42 
Cl3As•••Cl– –46.4 –85.5 101.9 –62.8 –3.2 0.21 0.11 0.33 1.76 –0.29 
Cl3As•••Br– –39.7 –71.4 83.2 –51.5 –3.1 0.22 0.10 0.31 1.78 –0.26 
           
Br3As•••F– –88.8 –167.8 203.9 –124.9 –3.7 0.15 0.11 0.37 1.75 –0.45 
Br3As•••Cl– –47.6 –89.9 112.3 –70.1 –3.3 0.20 0.11 0.35 1.78 –0.33 
Br3As•••Br– –41.2 –75.9 92.9 –58.3 –3.3 0.21 0.10 0.34 1.76 –0.31 
           
F3Sb•••F– –80.8 –148.9 143.6 –75.5 –3.0 0.16 0.15 0.20 1.82 –0.31 
F3Sb•••Cl– –44.7 –82.6 83.4 –45.4 –2.7 0.23 0.18 0.21 1.83 –0.21 
F3Sb•••Br– –38.7 –70.7 70.9 –38.9 –2.7 0.24 0.18 0.21 1.84 –0.19 
           
Cl3Sb•••F– –89.4 –158.0 161.0 –92.4 –3.4 0.16 0.11 0.26 1.79 –0.38 
Cl3Sb•••Cl– –51.7 –93.3 100.9 –59.2 –3.2 0.22 0.11 0.28 1.80 –0.28 
Cl3Sb•••Br– –45.3 –81.1 87.3 –51.5 –3.1 0.23 0.10 0.28 1.82 –0.27 
           
Br3Sb•••F– –89.2 –157.4 166.1 –97.9 –3.4 0.16 0.10 0.28 1.79 –0.41 
Br3Sb•••Cl– –52.0 –95.2 106.8 –63.5 –3.2 0.21 0.11 0.29 1.81 –0.31 
Br3Sb•••Br– –45.8 –83.2 92.7 –55.3 –3.2 0.22 0.11 0.30 1.81 –0.30 

a Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P; ε(5a') = 5a' orbital energy of the prepared D3Pn fragment (in eV); 
áF|npñ = overlap between the F orbital of the D3Pn fragment (see Fig. 5.2) and one of the np orbitals of 
the halide A–; Pop = Gross population (in electrons) of indicated orbital. 
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Appendix 5.3. Schematic FMO and DFT MO isosurfaces (at 0.04 a.u.) for (a) the (D•)3 molecule in its 
quadruplet valence state at C3v symmetry and for the D3Pn fragment in (b) the ground state at C2v 
symmetry and in (c) the geometry of the complex at Cs symmetry. 
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Appendix 5.4. Activation strain and energy decomposition analyses (in kcal mol–1) of DmZ•••A– 
hydrogen bonds, halogen bonds, chalcogen bonds, and pnictogen bonds at the equilibrium geometries.a 

DmZ•••A– DE DEstrain DEint DVelstat DEPauli DEoi 
FH•••F– b –45.8 22.1 –67.9 –76.2 72.9 –64.6 
       
FF•••F– b –30.5 28.0 –58.5 –44.6 84.3 –98.1 
FCl•••F– b –52.3 14.0 –66.4 –94.5 124.9 –96.7 
FBr•••F– b –62.3 10.0 –72.3 –104.0 113.8 –82.0 
FI•••F– b –70.3 6.9 –77.2 –116.9 115.3 –75.7 
       
F2O•••F– b –21.9 28.3 –50.2 –55.3 87.5 –82.4 
F2S•••F– b –50.1 16.2 –66.3 –126.5 168.3 –108.1 
F2Se•••F– b –62.4 11.4 –73.7 –124.6 136.6 –85.7 
F2Te•••F– b –72.4 7.9 –80.3 –134.6 132.8 –78.6 
       
F3N•••F– –11.8 32.5 –44.3 –66.9 89.6 –67.0 
F3P•••F– –48.9 17.4 –66.4 –167.7 221.7 –120.3 
F3As•••F– –61.0 12.6 –73.6 –145.4 158.0 –86.2 
F3Sb•••F– –72.0 8.8 –80.8 –148.9 143.6 –75.5 

a Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P. 
b Computed at ZORA-M06/QZ4P (from: L. de Azevedo Santos, T. A. Hamlin, T. C. Ramalho, F. M. 
Bickelhaupt, ChemistryOpen, 2021, 10, 391–401). 
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6 | Summary 
 

This thesis provides a unified picture of chalcogen bonds (ChB) and pnictogen bonds (PnB), 

together with hydrogen bonds (HB) and halogen bonds (XB), based on detailed quantum 

chemical investigations on the nature and strength of intermolecular interactions in DnZ•••A– 

complexes, mediated via atoms Z of groups 15–17 in the periodic table. State-of-the-art 

analyses reveal that these intramolecular interactions have a strong covalent component and are 

certainly not purely electrostatic in nature. Therefore, "Non-Covalent Interactions (NCI)" does 

not seem to be a proper designation for PnB, ChB, XB, and HB. Herein, it is suggested to use 

the designation "Intermolecular Covalent Interactions (ICI)" to better assemble the features of 

the nature of the associated intermolecular interactions. This follows from the findings reported 

in Chapters 3–5 of this thesis. 

 In Chapter 3, a hierarchical ab initio benchmark study of D2Ch•••A– anionic chalcogen 

bonds (Ch = S, Se; D, A = F, Cl) was performed aiming to identify the ideal DFT approach to 

compute accurate chalcogen-bond energies and geometries. Compared to the best ab initio level 

found at ZORA-CCSD(T)/ma-ZORA-def2-QZVPP, the best D2Ch•••A– geometries are given 

by the meta-hybrid functionals M06, M06-HF, and M06-2X, and the best chalcogen bond 

energies are given by the hybrid B3LYP functional and by the meta-hybrid M06 and M06-2X. 

The GGA density functionals, such as BLYP-D3(BJ) and PBE, perform the worst. In essence, 

these findings have revealed efficient, accurate, and non-expensive approaches for the routine 

investigation of chalcogen bonds. 

 The nature of the ChB and PnB were investigated in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. To 

this end, the archetypal D2Ch•••A– chalcogen-bonded and D3Pn•••A– pnictogen-bonded 

complexes (Ch = O, S, Se, Te; Pn = N, P, As, Sb; D, A = F, Cl, Br) were used as models to 

compute accurate trends in bond strength and to understand these trends in terms of quantitative 

Kohn-Sham molecular orbital theory. Herein, it is found that both ChB and PnB are very similar 

to XB and HB. That is, they are all far from being purely electrostatic phenomena and have a 

substantial contribution from donor–acceptor interactions. These findings reveal the bonding 

mechanism of intermolecular interactions based on a causal quantitative quantum chemical 

method that odds with the commonly accepted s-hole model. 
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